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;  ̂ ■ AbSTKACT ■ ' • . • .
Lcvy’tir)d Kcld 0 976, 1978) propose that, invo'rlocl loft handers, that .Is, • h ’ 
those Icf t-handcps .vho. write with the tip of I heir pen pointed towartls the - ' 
bottom of the page, demongtrate ipsilrtleral hemispheric, control over distal 
musctilature responding. This theory of cerebral organization has not betn well 
supported by empirical^ evidence, partly because of the failure of ntany - studies ■ 
to examine the com.plete musculature siystem involved in writing. The present
• stpdy w'as proposed to study more of the niusculatUçe'system involved in waiting ' . 
in the context of performing a dual task., K inslxjurne and .Cooke's (1971) tnodel 
of Intrahemispheric competition stales that dual task, performance, compared to . 
single task .performance, will decrease .( 1) . as thé two comi>etltive • functions 
share the same cerebral space, and (2)', as the-concurrent activit.y increases in 
complexity. The -tlfeory further atatcs that .dual task performance will increase 
with practice. ■ . /
Controlling for Familial . Sinistrality, the present study compared the
performance of right banded (n=20), left hancled {n=20) and inverted left handed •
\ ' ' '' " - ' -(n=20) male subjects during a Pursuit Rotor.Test, wiilch-was hypothesized to J ,.
parallel so'ine of tlie -motor behaviors involved in writing. Subjects completed
.this tàsk while rcniaining.silent or wliile repeating .either a four word phrase or ' • . 
a four word alliteration.
Considering bevy and Reid's (1976, 1978) theory, it was hypothesized that 
(1) the performance of inverted left handefs dll.H) yithout a history of.Familial , 
Sinistrality would shbw. decrenients in responding with their left hand under iwth . 
interference, conditions.- Ibll subjects with.a histo.ry of.;Fa.niillal Sinistrality wpre - 
.predicted to. demonstrate right hand, response decrements during l>oth 
interference' conditions. (11) left handed (bli) subjects without a history, of , 
Familial Sinistrality were .predicted to demonstrate a right .hand response' .
. ' . '..'■ ■' ' ill ■ ’ . ' '  ̂ ' ' : " M
I'r'
decrement under both levels of the interference icondition^, whereas LH with à "
 ̂  ̂ . \  ; ̂  ' ' ' ' ' history of familial. Sinistrality were expected to show decreased left hand
'responding under i)oth- interferençe conditions. (Ill) Both right handed (Rii) •
groups of subjects were proposed to, demonstrate right hand decrements (n
responding pnder iwth interference conditions. The R if grOup-with a history of
Familial Sinistrality was also, predicted, to dcnipnstrate a. smaller left hand
decrement under Ixjth the interference conditions. Based Upon Kinsbourne and
■ '• . ■ ' ' ■■ ' ■ ■ - ' /■Cooke's (1971) dual-code theory, ix>th interference conditions were hypothesized
to interfere with and decrease the motor performarjce of subj<-cts uiider the ■
conditions listed in 1, II and 111 above. It was hypothesized that the alliteration
condition would decrease the performance more than the simple phrase .
condition. ' . ■ '/ ■ -
Overall, the results.did riot supporL'the predictions Ixised upon bevy and
Reid (1976, 1978) hypothesis'.. Neither group of left handed subjects (LH & 11.11) ■
■ ■ • . / ' V - ' ' -
sho.wed • any. significant response decrements ■ under . concurrent vertxvl
interference. ' / , < ' .
.: ^ . - /^' ' - ' / ' - . , .The overall performance of R it subjects demonstrated some support for
the dual-task theory posited l;y KinsboUrne and Cooke.
Two out of a ppSsible five groups of RII subjects demonstrated significant
right hand response decrements under concurrent vertml interference. However,
‘ ' ' '
no difference -in- responding was found between simple and complex verfvtl ' 
Interference. ‘ . . . ' ' ' ■ ' .
• Some qualitative results , imply that some subtle differences .do. exist 
•between LH and ILH subjects. Some limitations of the experiment are discussed 
as well as some future research topics.. ' \ •
iv
•■■■■ \ ' 'V; jjY '.\U .:•% . \:'.i ' c'. T - , y ,  :.. ■ ' '
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-, ■ ■ . ■ ' INTRODUCTION . ' •
A variety .of approaches , have been utii,izèd to assess'
' V ■■ ■ ' ■ ' ■■ ■' ■  ̂  ̂ .
cerebral laterality. Behavioral testing,' observation, of
neurologic a l l y  'in jute'd .patients , cTi'cFTotid listening tape s ,
t a c h i s t o s c o p i c  recogni.tiofi. t e s t s ,  t h e  W a d a  t e s t ,
, electroencephalographic recordings and others have provided a
comprehensive , view of some brain-behavior relationships.
'Several measures which' have been' used as predictors of<
c e r e b r a l  - l a t e r a l i t y  i n c l u d e  h a n d e d n e s s . ,  f a m i l i a l
sinistrality, scores obtained on laterality questionaires and
reaction time (R T ) to lateralized visual, auditory ‘ and
tactile stimuli.
• » • . ■ . •' ' '
 ̂Levy and Reid ( 1976 , 1.9,78 ) have suggested that the hand
posture exhibited during writing is a possible predictor of
c e r e b r a l .laterality. Their results show that the hemispheric 
specialization of inverted -left-handed subjects, .that- is, 
those who point the tip of the. pen towards the bottom of the 
page while writing, is more closely , matched . to thê 
performance of right handed subjects than to left handers who 
do not demonstrate an inverted hand posture while .writing. 
These results have only been partially supported by other 
a u t h o r s . - ' .
This research project measured differences in pursuit
rotor performance under dual vs single-^task performance among 
left handed and inverted left handed subjects in comparison 
with a control group Of right handed subjects. Kinsbourne and 
Cooke's 1,1371) dual çode theory states that dual task
A-/'.
' ' ' ■ ■ ■ . ‘ 'fr
' . . pecfocmance ag compared to single t a s k ’ performance . -I)- -vi
t decreases to the. extent that the two functions share the same .
• ■ cerebral s p a c e , and 2) decreases as the concurrent task' ■ "
' ■ ■ . ' ' ■ ' - ' ■ ' ■' ■' ■ . V
becomes increasingly difficult. .Kinsbourne and Cook further:
’ hypothesized that performance increases with practice on dual
:: . . ■ ■ ' • ' ■ • '. . .-tasks. ■ ■ -
A task sharing design may be appropriate to explore Levy 
- ' and ’ Reid's (19.76, 1978) theory. - The rationale, for this
approa'cH is partly based upon observation,s of the performance 
of inverted left handers. The inversion of- the left hand is
_ ’’ best observed dur.ing writing. While it is accurate tq state
% . - .' ■ -
that writing behavior utilizes fine motor movements of the
; ' distal musculature, a definition ’ based solely on fine
discrete movements does not take into .account movements of
the wrist or arm. This is important for understanding
inverted left' hand writing since the forearm gene'rally moves
towards the right side o f  the page in conjunction, with fine
, - movements- of the, distal musculature. Unlike Levy . and Reid
( 197 6 , 19 78 ) and others (Moscovitch &. Smyth, 1979; Smith & .'
Mo-scovitch, 197 9 ),-a RT paradign was not uéed. 'Vhis paradign’,
, ’ by definition, .only accounts for immediate, 'discrete fine
motor movements; consequently, it does not lend itself" to
.j, recordings of continuous activity. It is further possible
that although contralateral motor control may be the most
efficient neufoanatomical pathway in de.tectihg and responding
- to the onset of a -flash of light, a^ monaural hone, or à -
. " sensation of pressure, if does not n e c e s s a r i l y  preclude an
' ; ipsilater.al feedback loop for anual task when thety .such as. - ’ -̂
.. - ' :, : - - - '■ '■ .2 ' '. • - ’■ '■ ’d |
'S':' Vî
A-..:
..il: ; writing. ^The. r.egults ob.served by Levy,- ..Nebes,. agd Sperry,
(1971) show that sOme of the errors in left hand responding
of commissurotomy p a t i e n t s . d u r i n g « v e r b a l  tasks were d u e , t o
interference of the, dominant verbal (left) hemisphere. The
authors have suggested an ipsilaferal feedback Ipop - to .
account for these results. Perhaps' the signifcance - of the
left hemisphere in the cont.rol. of fine motor movements
(Kimura & Archibald;, 1974, Wyke, 1967, 1968, 1971) is
utilized in such a feedback system especially for inverted
ieft handed writers. ' , ..
Any type of unique cerebral specialization of inverted
left .handed subjects most often been^ reported 'in the
visual or visuo'-motot -system for visually: presented, 'verbal .
/ .
material (Herron, Galin, Johnston & O.rnstein, 1979, Levy &
Reid, 1976 , 1978 ; Moscovitch & Smith, 19.79; Sfri^th &
Moscovitch, 1979). In the present study the s p e c i a 1 i z a t i o n ,of
a language hemisphere, was d e termrned by - interference caused-
by .'coinpe t i t i on of two separate functions which share the s£^me
. . . T "
cerebral functional space, A dominant cognitive function
(expressive language) was coupled with a presumed recessivè
function (a unimanual task) to determine both the verbally
-r—  ■ ‘ ' .
specialized hemisphere and motor control of a continuous 
activity. If inverted left, .handers show a unique cerebral 
specialization between the verbally superior hemisphere and
motor control hemisphere, it was hypothesized that this
; . . - . "  { '    - ' ; J ' . .
specialization would ‘ be e.vido^t in a demonstration of.
relationships in other modalities than- visual.
P.redjçtQCÆ of Ce retirai Late raiitÿ
• \
\ Neuropsychplogical P c ^ d i e t o r g . cerebral latcràllty 
studies involving brain damaged patients ace c o m m d n p l a c e .
V ‘ • *Marked differences have bead observed in aphasie symptoms for . 
r ighf ■ hande'r s versus left handers. Whereas 1 anguage disordvrs 
' ^ have been consistently associated with lésions of the I e ft'
• ' . y ' ' .
hemisphere of ri^ht handed subjects (Cloning, Cloning, liaub,
& Quatember, 1959; Hecàen' & Pie r ^ , 1956: McC 1 one & Kertesr/',
197 3; 'Zangwill, 1 9 6 7 ) " a pha s i c , sy mpdoms pave been observed in’ • 
left handed subjects with, .damage to either hcmi sph'.' re 
(Gl’oning et al, 1969; Coodglass & Quadfasal,- 1 9 54 ; ilecaon f. , 
Piercy, 1956 ; Hecaen & Saugct, 197 1; (iumpnccy L yancwili; 
1957; ■ 'Zangwill 19 6 7). 'Z.a ng w,i Id :, ( 1 9 7 9 ) observed that trie . 
incidence qf crossed aphasia in right handers i s in the I - 
■ 2% range. Such- results a r c  in accordance with the findings of 
researchers usind ttie • Wada (Wada 6- -Kasmunsèn, 19.6Cf) 
technique, which induces the "injection of .sodium amyta) into 
' the intracarotid artery. These studies had determined bn at 
while approximately 90% of right.handed subjects have speech 
represented in the left hemisphere, 48% of left handed and 
ambidextrous subjects 'are left dominant for -’Speech, 381 are 
right hemisphere dominant a*nd 14% > indicate' bilateral 
representation for speech (llranch, Milner, & Kasmussen, 1 964 ) 
Wada s. RasmùSsen, 1960). Wa r r i ng t on a nd Pratt's ( 197 3)
■ results differ somew^nat from the Wada research.' Utilizing' 
h • ,, unilateral ■ e lect roconvu 1 s i vethe r apy and tnen testing for
■ f , dysphasia the àfuthors propose that approximately 70% of left, - 
' ■ ' .4 ' . r
' -,''ÿi
•ÎV.'
. handers have speech represented in,the left hemisphere. ■
■ Case studies of C o m m i s u rotomy and hëmisphérectomÿ 
• '.'patients also indicate the importance of the. left hemisphere 
. .in expressive language functions. The right hemisphere has 
been shown to be deficient in the .production o.f .phonemes, 
comprehension ând correction.of complex auditory stimuli and 
writing (Dennis' & Whitaker, 1976 ; bevy' eJL. a_l 1971; Zaidel, 
1978 a) Further, the right hemisphere haç relatively littl.e 
speech ' (.Smith 1966 ; Zaidel 1978a) but intricate visual 
vocabulary and adequate auditory lexicons, (bevy e_̂  a 1 .1971 ; 
%a i de 1 19 78a). '
H o w e v e r , the right hemisphere demonstrates some Capacity 
, , for language-, when receptive language funct i o n ^  were examined 
in; neurological 1,y damaged patients, ^the results of ' some 
■; authors (Gazzaniga & Hillard, 1971; diaidel, 1976 a/b) showed 
that receptive language- is. mediat.ed by the right hemisphere 
when the two cerebral» hemispheres . a r e . o i sconnectcd . ■. Dimond, 
(198Ü) in a review of right hemisphere language s u p p e r t s»this 
position. - ; . ■' ' b ' »
"Althoug'h- the mute .hemisphere may not express 
comprehension in speech and to a lesser degree in writing, it 
.. does nevertheless shov) a - degree of. comprehension of both 
■ written and spoken w o r d s " . p. 334 ■
" ' Dimdnd makes this response in reference to .studies where,.
‘ the left hand (therefore the right; .hemisphere) of., right 
handed subjects was capable of choosing the correct article 
. f r o m  ,a matrix of alternatives displayed ,pictorially after , 
• hearing the examiner explain what purpose the article served.
\  ■ /
Therefore althe«Sh the right; hemisphere may not be oa.pa.bjLe of ; '/• 
speech, or wr/tten - skills, it does demonstrate some , -,' 
c o m p r ehé.nsiory of language when ' the mode' ..of,, responding does ■ 
not invoi've /express.ive verbal abilities^ ' •
The fçsu'ïts-'of Sperry, Zaid.el, a.nd zaidel (1979) indicate 
that the right hemisphere is almost as adept in demonstrating 
emotional responses to visually presented stimuli as is the 
"verbal, that is, the. left hemisphere, in some tasks which 
require i n t'p r hemi sphe c i c transfer of verbal,, information the 
appropriate responses appear to be more ‘’dependent u[)on the 
left than the rii^ht hemisphere (Zaidel, .197 9). " . ;
Behavioral P r e d i c t o r s ; Laterality, has also been predicted 
via ■ tachistoscopic recognition tasks, Kight handed subjects
■ demonstrate a superiority of the left visual field (LVP) for 
the perception of' geometric ’ forms (Bryden,. .19 6 tl ; .Kimura, . 
1969) out a ricjnt visual field ’(RVK) superiority Tor yer.bal. .. 
material (Braoshaw & Gates, . 1978; Bryden i. , Rainey', 19(3,3; 
Hannay & Boyc r , , 19 7 8; Mishkin &- ForgayS, 1952). Bryden (19.65)
■ reported, i'ncons i stent patterns in - left handed pc c formance , 
biitj'Goocig lass and .Barton (1 96 3 ) r'epor ted ■ that LH siib'jeet .s . \
.performed a 1 mos 6 identically to’ tneir Rii cou n t e r'pa.r t s . Some
•of this research suggests that the (manner of presentation .. ' '
influences the results. Variables, such as spatial arrangement' , 
and. duration „of .stimulus presentation (Kimura, 1959), .the 
number of experimental trials and fixation instructions
(Bryden , & Rainey, ’1963)1 nonsense forms versus ’ geometric ' ,
’ forms (Heron, 1957) have all produced significant results. ‘Au 
has ocular dominance . ( Bryden, 1959). . ' '.
' ■ ' . . ■. ' - . ' ■ . 6 ■ ' . '. ■
■
\
An interegting , technique' utilized to predict c e r e b r a l ■ 
lateralization known as Dichotic Listening was pioneered by 
Kimura ( 1961a In this technique different digits are 
presented simultaneously to each ear. The subject is 
instructed to réport all information perceived and to guess 
if uncertain. The ' results showed that the contralateral . 
auditory pathways were more effective than the, ipsilateral in 
the perception of spoken verbal information.
Kimura (1961b) replicated these results with 120 
' n e u r q l o g i c a 1ly impaired patients. A sub-group of 13 of the " 
120 patients was formed in .which participants had’ right 
hemisphere dominance for language as verified by the Wada 
Test, The results showed that' these patients perceived verbal 
stimuli more effectively through the' left ear. T^e opposite 
results were -found in patients who were' 1‘eft hemisphere 
dominant for language. •
■ . These results 'have been confirmed by additional research.
A,right ear superiority has been reliably obtained for Verbal 
material '(Bryden, 1965 ;' Bordwy & Corbel, 1976;. .Curry, .1967; 
Know & Kimura, 1970 ) and a ).eft ear superiority for 
non-verbal sounds (Curry 1967 ; Knox & K i nu r a , ' 19 7 0 ) for right- 
handed subgechs . Left handers show greater variance (Bryden, 
1965) and a slight reversal of super ior.i ties (Curry, 1967 ).
llemi'spheric Control of Sensory - Motor . R e s p o n d i n g . 
C.ontralatera 1 hemispheric control of sensory-motor ‘responding 
is well documented (Branch ,e^ 1964; Gazzaniga, Bogen, .6, .
Sperry, 1963 ; Kolb & Hi s h a w , 19 80 ; K.ceuter, K i n s b o u r n e , &
Trevact'he'n, 1972 ; [,evy ■ ^  aj., .1971- .Smith, 1966 , w.ada &
Rasmussen, I960 )., visual (Bradshaw & Gates/- 1970 , Bryden S, 
Rainey, 1963; Hanney.k 'Boyer; 1978, Mishkin & Forgays, 1952) 
as well as auditory (Kimura, 196 1, . 1 967 ) stimu.ti are 
■perceived more accurately -through contra! at'eral sensory, 
pathways. One .possible explanation for thf better performance 
in response to verbal stimuli presented to the ear 
contrhlateral to the language dominant hemisphere is the 
anatomical evidence of a ma]ority 'of sensory fibers which 
cross over the midline' from thé receptive organ to the 
contralateral hemisphere (C a r 1 son , j 1977 ; Kimura, 1967 ).
beft-handed "subjects, have shown some variance in 
hemispheric control of sensory-motor responding. In left 
handed subjects lesions of the- left hemisphere have produced 
ipsilateral as well as contralateral deficits. For example, 
'bilateral deficits following left hemisphere lesio’ns have' 
been reported for precision movements (Wyke, 1968), speed and 
.accuracy of movement . (Wyke, .1967 ), - copying unfamiliar 
movements of the hand and arm (Kimura & Archibald, 1974),. and. 
acquisition of a bilateral co-ordination task (Wyke, 1.97,1). 
In left handers, 1 e f t the mi sphe.'r i c lesions- have, also produced 
ipsilateral aptaxia (DeRenzi R i eczu r o , k V i g n o l o ,  196 6 ) . "in a 
case spudy of a left handed subject, zangwill (19.54) .reported 
agraphia with either hand fol lowi ng a left hemisphere glioma', 
Zaidel fl9.78b) has demonstrated that a, more efficient 
ipsilateral feedback loop exists for t ne left hand - left 
hemisphere than the right • hand - right hemisphere of 
commissurotomy patients. The subjects were able to name or
f"
M ’  ■, ■
point to objects placed in their left hand- out of view.' when
. . ' ' ' ‘ t . - ' • ' « • •
an elbow restraint was utilized to prevent kinesthetic .
•feedback the subjects still responded above chance with their
left h a n d . Although the - results could suggest the 'existence
of simple lexicons in the right hemisphere, Zaidel interprets
the findings as showing that fine motor movements of the
fingeos were ' involved in the tactile feedback -loop.
Liepmann's theory,'(cf Kimura & Archibald, 1974) which" states
that the' left, hemisphere is the superior half-brain for the •'
control of 'purposeful movements is in accordance with the,
results listed above. . ■ - - ,
Hand Posture -Exhibited While W r i t i n g . Until recently,
hand posture while waiting has been ignored as a possible 
' ' • • - - - - ■ -- " 
predictor of cerebral organization. But', more recently. Levy
- . ... ' ' 
and Reid ( 1976 , 19.70') classified subjects by handedness, .sex,
and . hand' -posture exhibited during writing. .If the writing 
- hand was above the line, of script- .and the point of the pen 
was directed towards the bottom of the page, the s u b j e c t ’ was 
labelled as demonstrating a "hooked" or inverted writing 
p o s t u r e . Conversely, if. the writing hano was .below th'e line 
of script- and the point of the-pen. was directed towards the . 
. top of the page, the subject was described as showing a. 
normal writing- posture. Subjects were classified into three 
groups; right handed (RH), left banded ( L H ) / . a n d  inverted 
left handed ( I L H ) . ■
• Levy - and Reid had- subjects participate in^ two 
tachistoscopic .recognition tasks. In a consonan't-vowel- 
consonaift ( CVC ) recognition t a s k , subjects were presented a .
: K i
■J.
: ' V .  -J' :
CVC tachis'toscopically two degrees 'to the left or right of a ,• 
single digit which -served as the fixatioQ point. After eac^i- 
trial 'subjects were to report both the CVC and the fixation 
digit. 'There were sixty trials, per visual field. 'In the: 
second task subjects were asked to detect a stimulus dot (a../ 
small white round stimulus ). and designate .-the location of the 
stimulus within' each Visual field via a' r e s p o n s e  -card. The 
response card was’ comprised of twenty possible locations _ 
constructed in a 5 X 4 '’array. Twenty trials' for both' visual 
fields were recorded for each subject. ' '
The te'sul’ts revealed that both the Riband I ft I groups had ; 
superior RVF scores for .th'e CVC recognition test and higher. ■ 
LVP scores on the- dot location test.' Group LH displayed 
reversed superiorities. Overall, groups hH -and Lfl had higher 
scores than group | ILH. Croup ILH - was less lateralized t it an 
both the .othey groups. Overall, -males were, superior to 
female.s on both tests. .
These tesTilts suggest'ed' that ' subjects who exhibit a
■' ■ ■■ / X
normal hand posture whi\e .writing^ have thei-r linguistically
specialized hemisphere Uocated; contralaterally to their
■ ' j ' - "
■dominant hand,/. while the - hemisphere specialized ■ for
; ■' r . .
viSuosp.atial fractions is located ipsiiaterally. Subjects who
display a . h'ooked ■ posture have ■ the reverse. ' cerebral 
- ' ' / ' ’ " ' . ' .- - //
organization /with. . the v 1suospa11 a 11 y superior hemisphere., 
located - coh/t r a 1 a t e r a 1 1 y to the dominant hand and the- 
linguistically specialized hemisphere located ipsiiaterally.. 
It might, be noted tliat the performance of male ILH subjects, 
in Levy and Reid's ( 1976 , 1.978 ) research was more consistent 
■ . -, 10 " - T '
’ -I ' (than the females) with this description 6 f laterality.
. On the basis of these findings and. previous work/ Levy
t ^
and'Nagylaki (1972), Leyy and Reid (1976, 1978) propose, that 
ILH subjects control Line movements of the distal musculature 
through ipsilateral pathways. They suggest that this Contro.l 
is mediated by the uncrossed axons of the pyramidal tract.
, V '
Levy, and Reid's model ( 1976 , 1978 ) has ' not .gone,
uncontested. Smith and Moscovitch (1979) designed a study to
investigate and extend the model proposed by Levy and Reid.
Smith and Moscovitch t.achistoscopically presented RH, LH, and
ILH subjects ..wi th the same CVC and dot location tests used by
■Levy and Reid. They also included a dichotic listening test
as well as a RT task'. The dichotic listening test consisted
of six consonant-vowel syllables which were presented
'
binaurally' in sixty pairs.- Subjects were instructed' to'
• identify both CVs on any given trial .
In the'RT test, subjects responded to a black stimulus dot 
in either the LVF or- RVF by depressing a response key with 
the left index finger.
7 Of 200 experimental t'rials, '.'one-half were catch trials in 
which no stimulus appeared. In the remaining 100 tria Is, ' the._ 
black stimulus, dot was, presented randomly .-and. equally in 
either visual field. The results of , the RT tes't .show that 
inverted writers responded more quickly to a stimulus 
presented in the RVF whereas non-inverted writers responded 
faster to, LVF stimulus^ The,CVs recognition task demonstrated 
. that inverted writers . performed optimally to stimuli 
presented in the visual field ipsilateral to their writing
' ;  ■ : ■ ■ ■ ■  ■ : \  ■■ ■ ' u  , :  ̂ -
hand, while subjeèts ” with ’ n-on-.inverbed writing . poati^e . 
demonstrated the opposite patbetn of c e'spond i n q • The 'dot',;., 
location test did not distinguish between any group, all „ .
subjects favoured the'LVF. In the dichotic listening test a‘l 1 ' ' 
subjects demonstrated a superiority of.the right eat,
In the second phase of this experiment a subset , of the 
or igirv*-!..sample wa's retested-oh the R-Ï test using, their ci'ght. . 
.index finger. Tjie, dichotic: listening test wqs modified so 
that the -subgects■only repeated the syllable.which w a s ‘best -
heard. • ■ • • ’ ■ ' . .
The results' showed that, on the 'RT tpst, .subjects y^ith an 
inverted writing posture responded more quickly to 'a LVP 
stimulus whereas non-inve.rted writers exhibited shorter - 
latencies . to RVF s t ipu-l i . The dichotic listening test 'results , ■ 
showed; that both groups of. left handed subjects responded 
more accurately, to stim'uli presented in the left ear while- 
the right .handed group favoured the'.right ear. '
Since Smith and Moscovitch found no . conclusive resu',lts 
with either the dichotic listening or the dot locat i on test, ;
they suggest that inverted -writers show a unique visual or .'1 
yisuo-m'otor . cerebral organisation. Unlike Levy and Reid 
( 1976 , 1978), the sex .of the subject -was not significant. ' ■ , 
Moscovitch and Smi'bh (19.79.) compared the RTs of. RH, LH, 
and ILH subjects -in .'three'‘'separate modaliti'es. In bhe visual . 
■modality, subjects were'to respond with a response key using' 
the .left or right hand as quickly as possible to the Onset of '1
a- stimulus dot presented for 150 msec in either, the RVP or '
LVP. Of 40 0 experimental trials; one^half were catch -trials
i'
- " ' . % -  w .  .... ' v , - . - . , -  y  ':' ,
in which no 8 1imu lu 6 w a 8 • p ï ? 9 ^ n t e d . _ . '
■ ■ In the aural modality subjects responded,to a - 150 msec,
1000 Hz mona'Liral tone presented after a latency, of 1 second 
following a 300 msec, 320 HZ binaural warning signal. As in 
the visual t e s t s , ’ one-half of the 416 trials were catch 
. . . trials.’ In, the' remaining trials the monaural tone was
.presented equally o^ten to either ear. Subjects' responded -, 
v^ith' tTTeir left hand pn one half of. the trials and with the 
right hand to the other half.
. Responses to tactile stimulation w.ere testpd by requiring ■
subjects to depress a response k;ey with the left index finger 
[pi.lowing stimulation of the left middle finger by -a tapered 
■ solenoid pin. ' Subjects were a l s o ’ required' to re.s.p'ond with
their -right index finger following stimulation of their right ,
middle finger. Four hundred trials Were conducted in which 
half were catch trials. ■ • ,
, ■ The results from .the study show tha.b subjects with normal
hand writing posture responded faster to stimuli presented in 
•the same ,hand-field combination in all modalities. Further, 
■the results suggested that this pattern.of responding is also 
app'l i cable to inverted writers .for the auditory and tactile 
modalities but not in the visual modality.- In the visual RT 
test., inverted writers responded more quickly to stimuli i.n 
the contralateral hand-field combination. The authors ■
. , proposed that any difference between, inverted writers and •
their normal counterparts is- reflected by a unique 
specialization in the visual and/or yisuqmotor : cerebral 
, . ■ orgaYiizatioh of the inverted writers^ ’ -
But McKeever and Hoff ( 1979 ) have criticized, the,
• methodology utilized by Moscovitch and Smith (1979) and Smith 
and Moscovitch ( 1979 ) because the design confounded spatial, 
compatibility and neuroanatomic pathways.; McKeever and Hoff ■ 
stated, that the go/no-go paradigm displays -a hugh field X 
hand effect which is not in accordance with previous work,- To . 
continue the investigation of ipsilateral cerebral control of 
inverted writers, McKeever and H o f f - d e s i g n e d  a simple RT 
paradigm. In this trtudy, twenty-sevgn ' left handed 
undergraduates (twelve LH and fifteen Il.ll )' r esponded with' 
either the left or right hand- to . the onset, of a white 
stimulus dot. presented for 150 msec, 2.4 degrees to the left 
or right of a fixation, point.' A total of 34 t r i a 1 s were 
presented in nine- blocks. Subjects responded to 162 trials
, w i t h e i t h p r  hand. ' -
Their results showed that both .groups displayed a tVF
• superiority -with, both hands. The hand X field 'interaction was 
significant in the LH group, whereas only the main effect of 
field w^s significant in the ILH group. Homo lateral (same 
field/hand combination) responses- were significantly f a s t e r 
than heterolateral (opposite, .hand/field . combination'-)' - 
respons-es for the LH group. The -ILH group s'howed -a - tendency 
for faster h eterolateral r e s p o n s e s .although .this trend whs • 
insignificant.. Sex. of the subject and familial Sinistrality 
were not significant.
McKèever and Hoff then calculated values of the right 
hemisphere- sensory advantage (,RSA or the tendency for tfie - 
.right h e m i s p h e r e ’thereby LVF presentation superiority in 
■ ' . - - - 14 ' ' '
'
response time resulting from visually scaning left to right) ' 
and .transcallosal' transmission time (TTT or the difference 
■derived f r6 m heterolatera1-homolateral response hand 
conditions Suggestive of the latency Required for the 
responding hemisphere to receive thé signal from the sensory 
hemisphere via the corpus ca l l o s u m ) ’. The RSA calculated by ■ 
McKeever and Hoff for LH subjects- was 3.0 msec and the TTT 
,was 2 . 6 msec. When these values were applied to' ILH subjects, 
a LVF superiority of 5 ..6 msec- for left handed responding was 
predicted, as was a 0.4 msec. LVF advantage . for right hand 
responding. The results showed à 5.2 msec L V F .super lotity for 
left hand, responding which was 'similiar to the prediction. 
However, the 6.2 msec LVF advantage reported for right hand 
responding was much larger than the hypothesized, value. Based 
upon this evidence, .'the authors -posit contralateral control 
of both left and right hand .responding in the LH group and 
contralateral . control of' left hand responding in the ILH 
group. . McKeever and Hoff, further, suggest that right hand 
responding to .RVF stimulation 'in the inverted writers is 
determined not ■ contraiateraliy -but by two transcallosal 
relays. This , hypotheses would predict a 5.6 msec LVF ■ 
advantage for right han'd ■ responding which is quite , similiar 
to the observed value of 6,2 msec : The authors further
propose that there is.a disconnection between the motor areas - 
and visual areas of the left hemisphere of ILH.
■The results of Moscovitch and Smith (19.79) have also been 
debated by Bradshaw, Nettleton, and Spehr (1982). Extending 
Moscovitch and Smith's methodology, Bradshaw et al included V
\
an additional manipulation in which, subjects responded to 
•Stimuli in a n 'a r m - acrosà-the-midline condition. Right-handed, 
left-handed and invented-left-handed subjects' responded by 
unimanually depressing a nasal or distal response key as- 
quickly as possible in both the crossed and uncrossed 
field-hand .conditions to .a ,100 msec flash .of light in. each' 
•^visual field. Each hand responded t o . 123 trials in both the .. 
i^ossed and uncrossed cond.rtions. The results show that the . 
cdn t r a la t e c a 1 (hand-light.) responses . were faster ', than 
ipsilateral responses for the crossed (hand-key) condition. 
Conversely, the ipsilateral (hand-key) responses were more 
rapid than the contralateral responses for the uncrossed' 
(hand-key) condition. The data for all three group's were 
almost identical. • . . .
McKeever and VanDeventer (19B.Ü) tested 65 left-handed 
g^^bjects, >30 _ LH. and 35 ILH, with a • tachrstoscopica 1 ly 
presented letter- masking task and a dichotic listening tape.
The results did not indicate that handwriting posture was 
indicative of cerebral lateralization.- Two. subgroups, ILH ,• 
females and LH males responded more accurately to both 
auditory and visual stimuli than LH females and. ILH males. 
Levy-and ‘Reid's ( 1976 ,- 1978 ) hypo the ses--"you id not account for 
the super i'or performance of the ILH females as they have -. 
suggested that i/nverted females are less ■ .'lateraized than 
males. - • ■ . , ' •
Lawson .(1978) presented a face recognition task. in. which . 
157 RH and 69 LH subject-s chose one of two composite faces 
which,was perceived to resemble more closely a st imu1 us f a c e .
\  /  ' '. ' ' ' . ' ' ^
r
t
The results show that while RH Cavoùr.the halj^ face presented 
in the LVF, left hançlérs as a group do not prefer either 
field. Performance of the ILH , males- was consistent with 
predictions by Levy and Reid that is, that ILH males favoured 
, the LVP, females responded in the opposite direction. .
McKeever (1978) conducted a series, of experiments ,to 
evaluate the relationship between familial sinistrality 
(F.S.)' and hand posture exhibited while writing as possible 
predictors of cerebral laterality. McKeever placed 83 
left-handed subjects along a continuum of inversion. If only 
the tip of the pen pointed Cowards the bottom of the page ■ 
subjects were placed, in the PEN group,* if. thé subject bent 
their wrist, along with the inverted tip th_ey we r e . classified 
as- the WRIST .group, and if subjects placed their hand above 
. the line ,of script, while showing the first, two conditions as ■ 
well, they 'were placed in the HAND group.. Of the 38 males in 
this study 78.9% were classified as satisfying the Pt'N 
criterion, 34.2% satisfied the WRIST criterion and 31.6% 
satisfiad. the HAND criterion. The p e r c e n t a g e s ’ for thé 45 
. females in this sample were 43.3%, 15.6% a n d . 11..-1 % . f or groups • 
1, 2 and 3, r e s p e c t i v e l y . ’The -above classifications, were then 
divided d i c h o t o m o u s 1 y into inverted and non-inverted positive 
and compared .b-with additional research (McKeever & 
VanDeventer, .1980). Since the incidence of percentages of . 
inversion did not- differ significantly,- McKeever compiled ’ 
four neW groups of 47 -ILH mâles, 38 ILH females, 15 LH males 
and 48 LH females. McKeever .reported that * the percentage of 
inversion increases as â functio/i of F.S..
-• . ■ . 17 , ' ' ■
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•In Experiment II, 17 LH and 36 ILH viewed 190 stimiiliia 
trials binocularly in which a central fixation digit and a 
colored chip were simultaneously flaohed in either the LVK or 
RVt'. Subjects -were instructed’ to report the color of the chip 
as well as the digit: The r esu 11 s , wh icti were consistent with
■v.Le.vy and Reid's .predictions demonstrated that 1 l.ll subjects
■  ̂ - 
responded 12.2 msec faster to stimuli in the RV.E vs the l.Vl’.
. ' The LH subjects responded only 4.0 msec faster to HVE stimuli
•than LVF stimuli and this difference in reaction time wa_9 not
significant; The difference between iLH subjects, and LH
\ ■ . ’\ ' subjects was observable only in thé first 1!) data trials.
McKGGver tnen g'rouped the subjects as either stati,nq a '
■' history of familial left-handed ness (+F.S.) or no history.
. '■ (-F.S,. ). T h e ’.+ F.S. group closely matched the performance of
•t n-se.quenced fasnion prepartore R'FV stimuli) and the - F . S . •
group paralleled the performance of the I,. H . group.
' In. Experiment III, 11 , I L.M a'^d ' M  .LH responded to trials
■ ■ in-which a word or words were- presented binocularly in each
” * '- field. The results; indicated that ■ the. >F.S. g r odp ■
’ ' 'significantly favoured RVF s t i m u l i . w h e r e a s  the — F.S. group
' ■ did not. There was no difference i n ’ po r f or rnance between the
' ILH and . LH groups, dtKeever prbpbsed that F.. S . ma.y be at
' • ■ least as reliable a measure of cerebral lateralization an is'
' . hand posture while wf i t i n g . These findings are not consistent
^  . with Levy’ and Reid's (1976, 1973) hypothesis- toat hand
posture predicts which visual field subjects would prefer.
Tapley and Bryden ( 198 3 ),'e va-l-u>'t ed ' t he performance of 16 7
RH and 8 inverted right-handers (IRHf on several tasks. A
’ 18 ■
 ̂ , handedness questionnaire and a .dot test, developed by the
. authors, a ’dichot.ic ..listening test and the two visual tests 
reported by LOvÿ and Reid were presented to all subjects. A1,1 
"subjects' significantly . favored the \ RVF i. for the visual 
nonsense syllables. No -sig-ni.f icant , di f fetences were observed, 
for the visual dot location task. .'In the dichotic consonant- 
vo'wel, syllable bask a significant right ear superiority and
a significant e a r - b y  posture ' interaction were reported.
- .Analysis of." this, interaction revealed that .Rh .subjects
■demonstrated a right ear -superiority whereas the IRH gtoup
■ - . ■ . . ' ' 
did -not. The g roups did not differ on the handedness ..,g
'questionnaire. The.IRH" subjects- responded more rapidly than .
■ the RH group using their right-hand on the.dot test. oyera 1 1 ,
the data for the IRH subjects did n o t .support ■ the prediction
',of Levy and Reid's work. . . . ■
, . , Bradshaw .and Taylor (1978) tachistoscopically presented
. -single syllable words and non-words to 24 RH subjects, 24 LH
■ • +F.S! ■ subjects and 24 • LH '-F.S. ,-s.ubjects. All subjects
, . . ■ ■ . ' ■■ .'■■ : . v: , / L.' : ■ ^
-responded verbally, calling, aloud the stimuli as r api dly . as . —  
pbssible following à presentation of 150 msec duration in* 
either visual field. Four hundred trials were administered to 
. each subject. : . "ji
. . The right handers responded more rapidly than the other ,
.two g r o u p s . subjects .responded more ■'r.ap’idly. to-, stimuli ■
presented ib the RVF vs the LVF;. A. s i g n i f i c a n t  visual field 
.by handedness interaction was found. Right handers favoured ,
the RVF vs the LVF more than the LH +F.S. group. The LH' -Fc£. ,v:
grqup did not respond differently to presentation in either ■;
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Bradshaw and Taylor- then formed a group, of ' II ILH
s u b j e c t s , of which 6 .were selected from the LH t P . S . group ‘
and 5 from the LH -F.S. group. When compared to the remaining
37, LH ;subgects, _ the - I.LH group demonst rated a weaker , HVF
advantage: This is cantracy to Levy and -Reid's theory w i c h
' would predict a significant 'iiVP. advantage for 'l LH .subjc-cts as
compared to Lit subgeCts, ■ , \ ‘ ,
^  - , ■ ' .
Leyy apd Reid's work ' '(1976, 1 978) ' has been further '
investigated' by Herron ej, -aĵ  .(1979). The' authors emp t oyed- 
■ both a 'dichotic listening test and ratios of electro-.-
encephalogr aph (EEC) recordings- from centra']' ( C . , - c , ) ,
parietal ( p^) and -occi pi-ta 1 ( ' O 2 )'-1 oads du r i ng writing
and .several, other t a s k s , assumed to' require cognitive 
-activity for RH, LH, and I LH -subjects.. 'I’he dic'notic listening 
test consisted of 1 2 0  binaura'lly presented trials .in which
the subject was .asked to..repeat both syllables. All groups 
performed' s imi 1 1 a r .1 y ., - ■
The EEC recordings were made during -3U second periods on. 
■■'each of the following tasks - % l o c k  de.s.ign ,' rea'di ng ,. speak ing , 
writing .-and, ■ 1 i st.en'i ng . .The ratibs ' of' the EEC record m g s
between the hemispheres at the central arid parietal leads •
' - ■ '" ' ' : , ■: -/ / : ■ - ' ■ ■ . Vshowed ,^pat 'the .speaking: task and the block design task 
designated left and right hemi spheres., - respect ive 1 y , for HH 
.subgects. No such clearly defined relationship existed for - 
either, of. the le f t-handed ,g roups . The recordings f r.om, the 
occipital leads demonstrated that for the writing and reading 
tasks EEC activity in,the right oc.cipital, area ,of the LH
■■ .. ■ ' '■ ^ ; ' ■ . ' 2 d: ' ' - '
i -1'' '!
group is predomiQa'^e ' relative to the RH and ILH groups. .
.Consequent J y , for v.isual language thsks; Levy and Reid's
' ' . ' .1 " ' ' ' . -( 1976, 1978 ) theory was supported. No s u p p o r t , w a s  obtained
for r.evy and Re id" s prediction'of cereblal -specialisation for 
spatial perception since EEC activity was similar in both 
left handed groups; Herran e^ ^  ( 1979.) found no support for 
. ips.llateral, motor control ^  writing in inverted writers at 
■' any lead pair.. The authors speculate that the cerebral 
specialization of ILH, subjects reported by Levy and Reid ' 
(1976, , 1978), Moscovitch and Smith (19 7 9) , and Smith and 
Mpscovitch (197 9 ) may result from interactions be tween visual 
and verbal components o f  cognition-.
Parlow (1970) examined both single and paired finger 
flexions of RH, LH.and ILH subgects by requiring them to. bend, 
.the middle joint of thé finger after the experimenter touched 
the designated finger. Her results showed that', although both 
hands of all subjects were adequate in performing, these 
tasks, the RH and’ ÎLH groups perfotme.d better with the left 
hand whereas the LH group favoured, the right hand. Parlow; 
Speculated that the right hemisphere of the R*H group was the 
'V i suospat i à 11 y supe r i or hemisphere and that the reverse.was 
true for; both groups of . left-handers. Consequently, the 
superior performance of the left hand of the ILH group was 
assumed 'to be controlled by ipsilateral pathways. , ■
■Parlow, and Kinsbourne (1981) tested LH and ILH subjects 
on a variety, of unimanual tasks to ascertain any differences 
between .hands. Task's included;' 1) a paired finger flexion 
task, 2) a static grip strength task, 3) ?..pursuit rotor .
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task, 4) a repetitive .single finger tapping task, in b,oth a . 
silent and concurrent speech condition, and 5) à vertical arm-. ' 
tapping task. There were significant differences between the 
groups on.three out. of the five ùnimaniia.l tasks.- The LH group 
favoured the r.ight hand vs the left in the paired finger 
flexion task., demonstrated a left hand advantage on ,the ■ 
static grip strength task and showed a decrement in.left but 
not right hand, performance' under the concurrent speech vs the 
. silent condition of the repetitive single finger tapping 
ta'sk . No difference, between hands was reported f ar the other 
two tasks. Both, hands o f  the ILH. group were relatively equal 
for all t a s k s . The authors statçd that the -pe r f o r ma nee of the 
• LH group'Was the reverse of the performance expected of an .HH . ■. 
group. This was not true for the ILH group which ;)o r f o rmed 
similiarly- to the RH group.
The above studies have not indicated' .tnat hand posture ' - 
while writing can be used as .an indicator of cerebral 
lateralization". Indeed, t he re stilts of Bradshaw" and Taylor 
(197 9) .are contrary to the" predictions of l,evy - and He id '
( 1976 , 1978).' Other results indicate spec i a 1 i za t i on in v i nua 1
■ or V i sui9-'mo to r functions,(Herron e_t 19 7 9 ;' f.awson -, 1978 ; ’
■ Moscovitch & Smith', 197 9; Smith . M o s c o v i t c h , 1979 )' or iiijnor ' 
confirmation of ipsilateral cerebral control for ILH subge'cts 
(Parlow, ,1978; Parlow & Kinsbourne, .1981). Several authors 
favor unique specialization not. hypothesized by Levy and Heid 
(McKeever & Hoff, 1979 ; Tapley & Brytleri; 1983) i It would seem ■. . 
that the differences between ■ LH and I LH subjects are hot 
explicable in terms of one variable. Other research on ILH -,
subjects' have, examined a 'developmental ' .component of- hand 
posture u^til ized in writing as well as a hypothesized deficit 
in selective cognitive tasks. These issues are discussed in 
Appendices I' and IT r.éspeot i ve l y .
The Dual - Task Hypothesis , , . '
Human , performance ' can b'e influenced by either 
c o l l a b o r â t i-on or compétition, between various- functional’ •'
spaces of the cerebral cortex" (Kinsbourne & Hicks, as.cited 
in Kinsbourne, 1978),. Kinsbourne and Cooke (1971) had right 
handed subjects balance a dowel -rod .on their le'ft or right 
■ index ■ finger working under either a silent or verbal
condition. In the verbal co.ndition the subjects repeated a
short, sentence while balancing the dowel. Under the verbal -
condition, balancing time significantly 'decreased for the . 
right' index finger but- increased for the left. The author’s- 
theorized that, dual task' performance \yould decrease ■ 1 ) as 
the concurrent task.becomes increasingly difficult,' and 2 ) to 
the degree that the two task's, share the same cereSral space;, 
.but would . increase “with -practice. The-dual- task hypothesis 
has been fairly' extensively investigated, by -a number b.f 
.investigators using,.a variety of experimental techniques. The 
results o.f that research are mixed. The following, section 
reviews the major findings of .th.is ^ody of work. _
Hiçks (1975) conducted a series of experiments to 
replicate and extend the work of. Kinsbourne and Cooke. Hicks 
observed that concurrent verbalization ' decrea-s'ed .'the -, 
performance of right 'hand balancing of rightphanded m a l e s . ' ,
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. Incceased php.netic d i f Eiculty 'oE- the sentence, in t he Eoc tp o E 
alliterations, produced a more pronounced decrement. Hicks, 
-also observed t^at interference occurred while the subjects 
hummed melodies during' balancing ' trials, concluding .that 
vocalic activity in'terEerred with perEormanqe. Increasing the 
amount oE practice beEore the inclusion'. oE the verbal 
condition.4iid not change the ' amount oE inter E e r e n c e . LeEt 
handed subjects with a history oE Eamilial 1eEt-handcdneas oE 
any first degree relatives showed interference only with the 
left hand. -Left handers without a histo.ry of. familin.l 
sinistrality as w e l l / a s  right ha^nder s, with a history of 
familial left handedness, showed' a de.crease in performance 
with both hands under the ve'^^al conditions.
Hicks,- Provenzano and .Rybst'ein. ( 19751 .introduced verbal .
interference in a. bimanual sequent i.al typing task as well as
a unimanual typing task. Right -lianded subjects we-re shown 'a
letter list and spoke it aloud or silently immediately before
.and ,while completing the typing task.There were significantly
niore .-errors in. the bimanual task when t he : r i g h t - h a n d  was
-. leading the sequence than when t.he left hand wa.s the .
initiat.oc. In the .. unmanua 1 condition sign if ida'nt ly jiibce
e r rors were recorded for the right handed .responses. Both 
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conditions produced interference although t-he magnitude of ,
-, interference, was -great'er during the .vocal condition,'. As 'bhe 
■ . redundancy of the , verbal -material increased..^ typing . - 
performance i n c r e a s e d . The results also demonstrated ' 
interference, with left hand performance. Hicks et al (1975) ■
suggested that- the cogn i ti ve ,task,s of remembering typing
sequences -and rehearsing 'let-ter strings are more demanding 
than the tasks employed by Kinsbourne. and -.Cooke (1971) o.r 
Hicks (1975) and require involvement of both hemispheres.-
Briggs (1975) conducted a study in which right handed 
subjects responded to a multi-limb .tracking apparatus in 
either a silent or verbal condition. There was ap signficant 
increase in right -hand, errors while the subjects- repeated a 
■passage.^ of prose. Bowers, Heilman, Satz and A1 t m a n .- ( 1978 ) 
.'•investigated the effects .of a - variety of types of 
interference while - RH subjects, were-’ tapping their index 
finger- as. rapidly as possible. -In the first, experiment', 
subjects had -to produce, a string.- of words that began with a 
target letter prese.nted to them by the experimenter. Bbth thé 
left and . -right hands, showed -a significant decrease,, in 
performance undet this concurrent verbal-condition, but. right
- ■■■ - - '. .' ■ - • ■ " V . - - ■■
h a n d ■performance was depressed almost twice as much -as that 
of the. left. The same results were obtained in Experiment .-II 
in- which subjects, , told - that- they would have to -ans'wer 
questions at the end,- listened to" a logical memory story 
while -tapping. ' In- Experiment III subjects read a logical 
memory story while tapping; right hand performance" was 
significantly decreased, from the control condition whereas 
the left hand was not.' In Exper iment IV the concurrent 
interference condition required subjects to observe snapshots 
of -faces while tapping and then after tapping choose the 12 
stimulus faces f r o m ^ n  array of 24. This type of non verbal 
interference was not associated . with . .a decrease, .in 
performance. Although as the stimuli were pict'orially they
.
would 'be assumed to intec ter with the right hemisphere and
'therefore prôducé a left hand 'response decrement. ,
Lomas (1980) suggested that visual guidance of'the hands -
may be a confounding, var.ia.ble Lin the* proceeding .research'
design.* In an experiment irr- which RH , subjects tapped ,a ■
response key with'distal aim' movements, thé r e s u 1 Ds showed a
decrease in right but not' left hand, responding with
concurrent verbalization - vs- a control - condition only under'
the no-visual guidance c o n d i t i o n .’There Was no decrement in..
■responding - under the visual' guidance condition.' These same
results'were found for experiment II -in which subjects finger - 
. , ' -
tapped sequentially,' under" both a control - and concurrent .- 
inte'r f.erence condition and both visual guidance and ' no visual 
guidance treatments. T-hprton and Peters ( 1902) dispute E'he 
findings of Lomas reporting th'a-t both left and right hand 
responses of RH subjects' were depressed under both visual 
guidance and no visual guidance co'nditions in- a concurrent, 
speech and se.quen t i a 1 ' f i nge'r ’ t appi ng 'experiment;
Rizzolatti/ Bertoloni, and Buchtel ■ (1979 ) ’ had right 
handed subjects respond as quickly as 'possible to a 'flash.of
(O-
light ., in either . the LVF or RVF under several inter ference 
conditions, in' Ex per iment I tlje subgects 'counted backwards by ■
'3's while anticipating the stimulus. The- results show a LVF . 
(right hemisphere) superiority f'br both hands. In' Experiment 
II.subjects tapped their' fingers in an established sequence 
wh i l e  anticipating the , stimulus. Again, the results 
'demonstrated better scores with LVF presentation regardless 
of ,what hand was tapping. In the third experiment subjects
" ■  , .. V. ' 2 6  ' . ■
tapped' their fingers 'in a non-seque'nced fashion prepartore 
R F V  stimuli) and the -P.Slus; No difference was found in
I . V * '
responses to LVF or RVF presentations. ’
B o l e s ,  (1979) ' presented a ' list of six words 
tachistoscopically to RH subjects who were told to remember 
the words, who then/responded with each, hand to 2 0 trials of 
dot arrays presented tach i'stoscopi c-al l y . After a series of 
three experiments. Boles c o n c l u d e d ’ that- there was no 
significant field x. hand- interaction' and consequently no -
4%^ ' ' ' ' ' ' '^sup p o r t  for Kinsbourne and Cooke (1.971). , ■ ' •
MacFarland and Ashton (1975) extended-' the results of . • 
Kinsbourne and • 'Cooke (1971) with the addition of a
spatial-verbal control condition, that, is, a geometric-
\
problem requiting the assimi 1 iation of digits and letters, as 
wfeil as a control condition in -which no, mental activity was 
assumed to occur.,RH subjects'were required to perform both a 
concurrent verbal tasks, that is,- simple mathathicai 
problems, or finding hidden f iqu.re : or spatial tasks, while
alternately depressing two response buttons. -Under the,verbal 
interference condition • both, hands showed' a decrement in' -, 
responses as compared to the no activity control. Under the 
concurrent spatial -interfprence condition, both the left :and 
right hhnd performances 'significantly decreased from the no 
activity control whereas ' neither hand differed between
. - V ■ I'-. ■ , ,- . - ,
treatments under the spatial-verbal control condition.,
summer and Sharp (1979) investigated the effects of three 
types of interference,(verbal, spatial and v e r b a l - s p a t i a l ) on ■ 
the performance of right handed subjects in a. bimanual
-■ 27 ■ - :
ft;:-'. ■A.- ■ . ' . ' y-. ■ ' r--: „ ..o.l ■ ■
■Sequencing task, a uhimanual sequencing task and, a single 
finger repetitive tapping task. All three types of 
interference were associated with poor performance for the 
left and right hands in the bimanual and unimanual .sequencing 
tasks. But all interference conditions depressed only the 
responding- of the right hand in finger tapping, Beaton .(197'9) 
designed an experiment' in which right handed subjects 
unimanually sorted objects- -hidden from. sigh"t while, 
tachistoscopically viewing, digits presented in either the 
LVF, RVF or both. Subjects had to respond verbally w.hen a 
target digit was presented. The results show that- when the 
right hand ' was involved in the sorting tasks} the' 'visual 
input produced a decrease in pe r for ma nee regardless-of visual 
field. However, when, the-.left‘hand was performing the sorting 
tasks only I,VF material interfered with the sorting tasks.
Lomas, and Kimura • (1976) studied .the effects of two-
separate concurrent verbal conditions on dowgl, balancing as
compared to a silent control. Right-handed sub^^ects recited
■either a nursery rhyme or produced non-speech vocalization
(la-la) .while ' balancing a dowel rod. .Reciting tf9 >, nursery 
■ ■ ■ ■ - -1 ' - (“'■ 
rhyme did not result in a decrease in performance. Males
performed significantly more pob'rly with both bands under .the
non-s'peeçh vocalizing condition as compared to the control
condition. In Experiment -II, RH and LH subjects were
‘■requested to tap their fingers in a designated sequence under
the three treatments, that is, speech, non speech vocalizing,
■and control. The RH group showed a significant decrement in
right h-an'd responding und^r' the speaking condition. Both ,\ : - ' -■ V  ' ■)'2 » :
^  ^  ' ■ ■ ■■■ ■■;■
-V
hands of the" LH group showed depression under both speech and 
non-speech vocalization as compared with the control
‘ condition. ..In Experiment III -RH subjects were -asked, to 
perform sequential arm. and repetitive finger tapping , under 
the three treatments. Sequential arm tapping decreased during 
the speaking treatment. Interference in left hand and Tight, 
hand responding . was observed during the speaking trials when 
subjects repetitively tapped a single finger. .
Syssman (1982) examined the rapid finger tapping
performance of RH, LH and right- handed stutters (RH.S-) under
two. verbal, and tv/b spatial interference conditions. In. the
first verbal task subjects read a passage of prose while the
second verbal task required subjects to count outloud' by 3 ’s.
li the first spatial task the subjects were instructed to
visualize letters o f  the English alphabet and remember
letters with curved -as well as -straight Segments! .The second
visual task required subjects' to attend to a .chimiric figure
test in which five objects were contained. Subjects than had
to, choose an unfamiliar stimulus object from a new chimeric
- arrangement in which the.five previous objects as well as the
unfamiliar object was presented. For both verbal interférence
conditions RH subjects showed a'.decrease in right hand
performance. The LH group showed smaller more, symmetrical
-, decreases .for both hands during both verbal interference
■conditions. The RHS group demonstrated a marked decrease in 
. .. '9 ■ ■
right hand responses when required to count outloud by 3 ' S
but not while reading. .'
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.. In the two spatial interference conditions the RH group 
showed symmetrical disruptiorTx^f both hands under both 
c o n d i t i o n s . 'The LH ■ group showed a significant depression of ' 
left .hand^x^sponses when requested to vislialize segtnents-of 
the Engli’sh. alphabet. , The RHS group demonstrated • a . 
significant dpcreàse in left.' hand responding during the 
alphabet 'visualization task and a ptD,nounced ■ right hand 
depression when asked to attend to a chimeric figure test. 
However it should be noted that both spatial tasks could be
.coded with verbal information.. The letters of.the alphabet
are by definition verbal and the objects in the chimeric 
sorting tasks were, everyday items such a.s a knife or hat. 
Therefore both verbal and -spatial information were available 
to .subjects. . ■ . .
Marshal and Spirduso (1981) had RH, LH and ILH subjects 
participate in a hand, steadiness 'task and concurrently 
presented three.words to-'the subjects. As the end of a trial 
the .subjects were required to name the. category wh ich 
subsumed the words. . For the RH and LH g roups the preferred 
■hand proved . steadier than the non-preferred hand. This . 
•difference was smaller in magnitude but,still significant .for 
.the ILH. group. RH and ILH groups improved performance under 
the verbal load conditions for both ' hands. ‘ .Under the 'same
verbal load conditions, the LH group performed poorer during
the ' non-verbal trials. ■ .
Bashore, , McCarthy, Hefley III, Clapm'an, and Donçhin 
( 1982 ) in a series of experiments, measured thr^l readiness" 




a voluntary motor act, utilizing EEC recordings in response 
to eittter a unimanual dynamometer squeeze or' to' a writing 
response condition. In Experiment 1 , 8  RH> 8 LH and 8 ILH all 
demonstrated a larger RP in the hemisphere which was- 
contralateral to the response hand performing the squeeze. In 
experiment .II 6 R H , 6 Lil and 11 ILH subjects without familial
s i n i s t r a l i t y  squeezed the dynamometer s\nd wrote .either the
■ I ■ ' '  •
words "he" -or "hand" during experimental trials'. As in
Experiment I, the hemisphere contralateral to the response
hand in ■ either of' the experimental, response conditions
demonstrated a larger R P -.that the^ ipsilateal hemipshete.
However, four left-handed subjects showed a different pattern
of response. Specifically, onV LH and three.ILH demonstrated
a larger RP in the ipsilateral hemipshete furing the writing
condition. - - ‘ '
Experiment .III used the same design as Experiment II
with the exception that one IRH subject was tested. Overall
the 6 R H , 1 IRH, 6 LH and 9. ILH subjects showed a large
contralateral RP. Again, two ILH showed the reverse during
the'written task. . . '
.■ Other research has demonstrated a .connection between
.verbal 'expression and manual activity; Kimura ( 1973 , Exp-. I)
compared manual activity of right handed subjects during a
■\ , ,
verbal condition, in which subjects spoke on any topic for\ 
five minutes, to two silent conditions. In.. one silent, 
condition, subjects wrote that last- line of a limerick and jn ■ 
the other subjects.studied complex designs to find a simpler 
geometric figure. Limb movements of .the subject were
■- 31 ' . '
classified i^to t;wo major categories! 1) .'s ç I f ~ touch i ng
movements were defined as, those in . which ■ tno subject 
■ ■ ; ' . ‘ . , , 
stroked .his hair, touched )i i s cyegla&seo, etc.',' while 2)
free Timb movements wer'e those in -vhich no sc I f-•touch i ng
. was involved. -.Significantly more manual. activity was
observed ouring the speaking condition. '.I'his difference was
accounted for by the number of free movements of r ne cignt.
hand. .Tne free movements were ■ o o p o s 1 1c tnc language‘ ' 1
- "nemi sph-er e as verified by a dichotic listening 'test . • ffo 
Significant difference between rignt and. M-c-ft ' nands war. 
found, i n free movement s wnen subject s h u m m e o . . ' ■
Kimura (1 97 3, tMu. IT) used tne same design witn le'ft
'
nanded subjects. The greatest number' of .free .movement s .wan 
made by the hand .w<;iicn wa s .con t r a 1 a t c r a l' to t.n-' dominanj.
. verbal hemi sphe r e a s deter mi nc'g. by a dichotic listening 
task. 'Left handed subjects, .ndwevoc, n.ado , s ign if i cant 1 y 
mote absolute n u m b e r ’ of inov.emcnts with tne 1 g f t n-and 
regardless of whic'tV hemisphere w.as dominant for .spe'ecn. 
.Although tne factor, of hand dominance con tr i bu t e s to tne 
.'nurnber of free, mov em'on t s , Kimura suggested that .speech is 
organized bilateral ly i n lef t, handed ;;ubjects.
Summary The results --.of .bany.' of the aoove studies 
support Kinsbourne & Cooke's dual-code tnepty, ,Tnc tncory 
has been supported bÿ . replication of the dowel balancing 
experiment (Hicks 197S ), and. a variety of other motor tasks 
such as rapid finger tapping (Bowers e^ W  1979; Summers I 
• Sharp 1979 ; Sussman 198 2 ; Thornton f. Peters 1 982), oimahual 
■ 3 2- '
. oc seqiientiai tasks (Be i.ggs, ’1975 ; Hicks ejt ̂  1975 ; Lomas E.
. , \ Kimuca , 1 9 7 c / / free movements qf the hands (Kimuca 1973 ï_, •
. Klmiira . , 1 SA73 , II);, sorting tasks (Beaton 197-9) and
.tachisto.scopic recog-nitipn tasks (Hizzplatti et à 1 1979 ).
But ■othec' studies . show contrary results ' by 
. . demonstrating a -decrease in performance , with both hands
undei the concurrent interference condition instead of the
• hyi/othes ized right hand . decrement . (Boles 1979 ;' Lomas, t.
. . / - . .. -Kimura 1976 ; McFarland '& ■ Ashton 1975 ; Summers & ; Sharp
■ . ‘ ' ' - V*
. 1979). Neither the hand steadiness measure' (Marshal & 
Spirduso, 1981) nor" the. measurement of\r^adiness potentials,
; (Uashor.e e_t a_l 196.2} -provided support'.- In summary, data
' .confirmatory .of Kinsbourne Cooke" s dual-code. - theory a re ,
' . 1 ' most often obtained when Vnotor behavior of, right nanders-is
recorded under silent vs', verbal condit'ions. ’ . ■
As h,oted-' abpve (pages 2 and 3), a ta'sk-slia r i ng 'des i gn 
miky be usqd to test the Levy and R e i d ’ (19^6, l97W )
. nypotiiesis - of 'Ipsilateral cer.frbral control of the distal 
mu sen la ture - of ILH .subjects.- To . u s e  the methodology 
' emplïhyed. by' Kinsbou.rné. and' Cooke (1971) to investigate t'he
■ , dual-code' t h e o r y , as' a. means of testing Levy and Reid's
( 1976, 197.0 ) hypothesis of - ipsi la.peral cereoral, cohtroT, a 
V  con't inuous motor t ask whic)i approk ima tes- the manual
. activities . of writing behavior- . was selected. -.The
. . . ■ combination of visual guidance, wrist and arm movements as
well as the fine motor control of the distal musculature 
necessary to 'track a moyi'ng stimulus on a target platter 
satisfies the requirements for a suitable response to test
■ this • hypothesis. , ' . ..
Pursuit Rotoc Research As a " Method of Measiirinc] Motor - .
■ ' ' ■ Skills , ■ . ■ ' '
' .Kinsbourne and Cooke (,1971) indicated that practice 
affects the --pe r f o r.n.a nee of subjects, under' the dual-code 
hy;)o t he s is., h . v.Srihty of variables- wh i eh Effect human
'•learning such as reminiscence ( W 1 1 I i.a ms- - f. Grbin, 1970; ..
. ■ . , ' Horn, 1.976l), transfer of training (boowell k Irion, 1975 ), ,.
mental rehearsal . (Rawlings 6 Ravrlings, 1971), reactive.
inhibition (Williams & C. r bin, M 9 7 6  ; H,su & pay n e ,- 197 9) , o i
medi tat i'on .(Williams 8. Iferbert, 1976 ; Wi 11 lams t Vick.ecman,-
1976) have all b e e n '■ .stiiqied' using a pu r su.i 1. rotor ■ ' ,
a p p a r a t u s . 'Williams, and Grbin ( 1976 ). have fLirthor
demonstrated that gross body m o v e m e n t s .necessitated by an'
oversized pursuit , rotor apparatus are - influenced by ■. ■
reactive inhibition, warm-up decrement and, reminiscence.' It . , ■
would appear that the. prooosed specialization of mo tor
behavior in, inverted left handed writers woul'o be • -■
detectable \/i th 'such' an- apparatus w hen the uniuianual
continuous activity is mea.su red w'ni Ic a task requiring
activity .in the 'dondnant cerebral hi;misphere is perfo.-'med. .
Purpose of The G t u o y . . • •; ..  ̂ ' .
•The purpose',of this study is to determine whethe.r. ILM' 
subjects in a modality which [parallels the motor responses 
of. writing beh'av.jor i s . consistent with bevy and He id's
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(.1976 , 1978 ) hypothesis of 'ipsila'tçcal cerebral control.
While Levy and Reid's theory h.as been tested with a wide
• variety of experimental procedures,- the studies have not 
been, conclusive. An experimental design which examines a 
particular combination of finger, wrist, and arm movements,
■ and feedback 1 Oops may provide new information which is 
pertinent to Leyy .and Reid's Work. • : •
A task-sharing paradigm, as proposed by Kinsbourne and 
Cooke (19 7 1 ) , was used to record- differences in the motor 
behavior of tracking a stimulus ■ under different 
experimental .conditions. The, pu r su i t-rotor ' de-sign permits 
.examination of a period of continuous motor -activity which 
utilizes much of the musculature system 'involved in. writing 
b e h a v i o r .  '- ' '
The experimental variables, chosen for this study were 
■ ha ndwr i t i n-g posture, hand dominance, interference -'and 
familial sinistrality. 'In all handwriting posture, groups, 
right-handers, left-handers, and inverted left-handers, all 
participants we're, males. Kolb and ' W)ii sha (1,9'8D) suggest
that females are less lateralized .than males regarding ' 
language .functions. Levy and fieid ( 1976 , 1978) found the
• clearest and most reliable support for their hypothesis jn. 
the .results, of .n<ale subjects. It is important to note that
■ hand dominence, not right.hand vs left hand, was considered 
in order -to illuminate differences between experimental 
conditions for all groups,. ,.Three levels' of verbal
. interference, none, s i m p l e , and complex, were selected 
since this tYP^ bf interference has often been reported as 
-  .' : : -
sicj'nif icarit,. Familial si^stc.a-1 l.ty, no history of. familial..
sinistrality vs,-'''a history of 'familial sinistrality, was.
considered because: •• . ' .
" . neuropsychploqic.a 1 .tests' have shown that 
the cerebral organization of non f àiui à 1 v a 1 
left-!ianders -is' lateral iz.cd in a way identical
. to that of r.it}ht handed people, wnoreas fam,vlial
left.handers have mote bilaterally represented 
verbal aiid non-verbal functions." (Kolb s 
W h i s h a w , - 1 9 8 U , p y .  17^!),,
S .1 nil 1 a r ly , Pick's (1975) results indicate 'tti'at task
sha.ring effects arc influenced by familial left’ nandedne.ss
« ' . ’ ■
Non E ami 1 ia 1 left handers and r-ight nance r s with a-histor.y
of fainilia'l .left n a n d e d n e s s ,  sn o w a d e c r e a s e  in p e r f o r m a n c e  
.with e it her  hana d ur i n g  a ' .concu r c e n t ‘ verbal c on dit io n.
Thus, familial handenner;s iiiust be- e l i m i n a t e d  as ' a
confounding' v a r i a b l e  b e f o r e  na nd pos turc, e x h i b i t e d  whi.lc 
w r i t i ng ,  can on used as an . indicator oI ' 'cerebral 
o r g a n i z a t i o n .  C o n s i s t e n t  w ^t h  this- d es ig n,  M c K c e V e r { 1, '■J 7 ij ). 
has d e m o n s t r a t e d  that famil ia l .sinistrality. i.s a s least a.s 
r e l i a b l e  an i n d i ca t or  rtf c'erebc^l lateral i z'a t i o'n as i s .na nd 
p o s i t i o n  e x h i b i t e d  c ur i n g  writing.-
A dichotic listening test .was administer e d. to all 
participants. This test was used to ascertain tne verbally 
■dominant hemi spnefe .-. 11 is on 1 y wnèn ■•■tne verbally superior 
hemi spher e . . i s 'determined that the response '-deer eiybnt 
results, obtained with a task-.s.ha ting oaradigm, could be. 
useful in assessing .bevy and Re i d 's (1976, 1970) theory of
ipsilateral cerebral coritrol, ■
Thus this, study .using a novel . exper.imenta 1 method, 
tested the Levy and Ried ( 19 7 6 , 1978) hypothesis Qf .
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ips'i lateral 'cerebral control pC the, distal mus.cv! lature of; 
IL H ■ s u b j e c t G . . -
Hypotheses (See .Table I for a pictorial r epr.esentat ion of 
the -f ol l.ow^g hypotheses). ' . . .
Hypothesis -|L ' ' ■ ' ' ■ • ■
#
1 . ■ ■ .
'upon Levy .and Reid's (1976, 1978) theory of
ipsijateral cerebral control. Hypothesis I pcédicte'd .that 
ILH subjects without a history of 'Cemilial sinistrality 
would demonstrate decrements'-i n responding wi-th their left 
hand . under simple and complex ■ conditions of .verbal 
. interference, ILH subjects with a history of fami 1ial 
sinistrality we r-e predicted' to Show a decrement "in right 
hand responding undet both verbal interference conditions. 
Hypothesis II • >
LH subjects without a history of familial sinistrality 
were- predicted to fehow depressed performance with" their 
right hand under the verbal interference conditions while 
the LH group with a history of familial sinistrality were 
hypothesized to show a decrement in l e f t ’ hand responding' 
under some Condi tions^. '
Hypothesis III • ■ ■.. .
■' , ' Uot'h right handed groups were predicted to s'how 
. decrements in right hand performance under both conditions 
. o f  verbal interference. The RH subjects with a history of 
■familial sinistrality were predicted - to show a smaller, 
decrement in left as compared to right .hand responding 
■ under the two verbal interference". conditions . . -
■, ' ' ■ ’ ' ’ - ' . 37. ‘ . . ; ■,
Hypothesis IV ' ' • ' .
both simple and- complex interference conditions were 
hypothesized tô af fect adversely per f o r m a n o e . The complex 
verbal interference condition was hypothesized bo cause .the 
large.r .response decrement,
METHOD . , . . ’ _ ■ ■ ‘ .
■Design : ! . Ô
The ■ design used , in thib 6 tu.dÿ "was a spli-t-pJot' 
■-.factorial 23' 'Kirk', 1968). Two between gt'oup.
variables, .Handwriting Post-ure and. Faini.lial S i ni stx a 1 i t y > 
and two within . group variables', ' Hand -Dominance and 
Concurrent interference were considered.' See Appendix f .1.[ 
for a conceptual layout of the design.
Sub'jects and Groups . .
Sixty-five mal e subjects were solicited by an.
advertisement placed in a daily newspaper amd 
advertisements "posted at Saint Mary's University- caiitpus.
Subjects, were screened during a telephone interview to
eliminate those with severe visual or auditory problems. At
the time of testing only three subjects were, excluded from
the' sample because they "exhibited a writing hand posture
' ■ ■ - .
which was neither of normal nor inverted. In addition, two 
subjects did not meet criterion on the, pursuit rotor task 
and were excluded. • .
• The remaining sixty subjects formed the -following six -
groups of .ten subjects eaCht.. - .
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i. R i g h t ,  Handed subjects w i t h o u t . F a m i l i a l  Sinistrality 
■ that is any first degree relative such as mother,
father and or s-ibl ing who exhibited left
handedness, R H - ;
2. Right Handed subjects with af least , one f-l-rst
degree relative who exhibited left handedness, H + .
3. Left Handed subjects without any first, degree 
relatives whrj exhibited left handedness, LH - .
1. Left Handed subjects with at least one first degree 
relative who exhibited left handedness, LH+.
5. Inverted Left Handed subjects wi.thout any. first
degree relative^ who exhibited left handedness, 
I L H - . ' '
6 . Inverted [..eft Handed subjects with at least one
first degree relative .who- exhibited . Ig.ft
, handedness, ILH+.
The mean age of. the subjects was 27 years and the
range was- 17 to 67. .Sixty percent of the subjects /ere
between the ages of' 17 to 25. All subjects reported normal 
hearing, and, normal or. corrected to. normal vision. - All 
subjects received five dollars for their participation in 
the study.
Test Instruments .- .'
The Edinburgh inventory, ,The Maze Coordination 'Test', a 
- . . . %
Dichotic- Listening Test and a Pursuit Rotor. Test were used
\ ' ; . - 
in this study. A description of each .test- follows.
. ' . ' ' . 3 9 - - '
The Edinburgh Inventor'
This 'test ('Oldfield', •,197_1 ) measures the degree of ' 
.handedness- demonstrated by the subject in a variety -of 
everyday tasks. A' laterality quotient for each .participant ’ . 
from +1,00 complete right hand usage, to -1.00, Complete 
left hand usage may lie ôaluculated. This test, also permits 
the' observation of h'and- posture exhibited wh i le , wr i. t .rng [pr 
each subject. ; .,■ ' . , ■
The Edinburgh Inventory consists of .t eh items winch 
provide norms on the degree of lateral ity for 1 1 ÜÜ no-rmnl- 
subjects. . Raczkowsk i, • Kalat ahd Ncbes (197 4) tested - 6 gij 
undergraduates and retested 47 approximately one month 
later .with a -handedness questionnaire which included 7. of
li’ . ,
the 10 Oldfield ( 1.9 71) questions. Six of the 7 items 
demonstrated 90%, or greater, validity when item responses 
were cross-validated 'with individual performance - tests. 
Bryden ( 1976 ) assessed 984 subjects using, 'in part', the' 
Edinburgh Inventory. ' Having; then collected a history of 
familial le,'ft handedness, -Bryden observed the performance ‘ 
of subjects 'on the particular items and later ,ret'ested’’the 
subjects. ■ All . the results' including the statistical ; 
distribution of right and left handedness were then'factor- - 
analyzed.' The first five items of the- Edinburgh Inventory ' 
were heavily loaded "one main factor determined to be 
h a n d e d n e s s . - ' , ' ;
The Maze Coordination Test
This test, which is -incorporated a's part of Trites ■ 
(1977) Motor steadiness Battery, was used to screen out
; ' 4 0 ,
subjects with motoi: ' control difficulties.’' Since trefnors, 
Parkinson symptoms or rigidity of' movement could make the 
scores" of the pursuit rotor- task confusing, any subject who 
did not meet a cutoff score was excluded from the sample. 
This cutoff -score was 'the meanscore. for 15. y e a r  old males 
( K n i g h t s , 1966).
A Dichotic. Listening Tape ' . . ' . ,
This test was. constructed to determine the dominant 
■ verbal hemisphere for each subject. Previous "research 
(Kimura, 1961) has demonstrated that the ear opposite the 
language domi nan t hemisphere, is more acute than the ear 
ipsilateral to the language dominant hemisphere.'
The Pursuit Rotor Test ' • '
This test' was used to ineasure performance during the 
two concur rent verbal .condition's and the silent condition. . 
This test was adopted bêcause it has been demonstrated to 
be sensitive to variables which- affect learning (Horn 1976; 
Rawlings & Rawlings 1974, Williams & .Grbin-, 1976), and it 
..approximates the motor-behavior of writing. ' ■ - •
■■ ■ . . ■ ' ' ■ ' '  ' . . '■ ■Apparatus : . \
A Photoelectric Rotafy Pursuit (model number 30014), a
repeat cycle timer (model number ,51013) , and a digital stop
clock, (model number 54030) all manufactured by The
LaFayette Corporation were used 'during the Pursuit Rotor
Test; A Sony stereophonic tape recorder (m o d e l .TC-270 ) and
. SUp.eréx headphones were utilized in the Dichotic Listening
Test. A Maze Coordination- Platter and a digital timer ■ .
' ■ .' 41 .
inanufactuced .by The baPayette Corporation, and a Compass 
Instruments manual stopwatch were .used during The .Maze 
Coordination Test. - . • .
Procedure : ' , .
Handedness Questionaire
First, each subject completed the ' ha nde c:lne.'j s 
questionnaire ' (Oldfield, .1971, See Appendix ''1V ) to 
determine tlje degree of lateral] za.t ion and th'e i r wr i 11 ng 
hand posture. Based upon Levy and Reid's. (1976, -.1970 ) 
.experiments, an inverted hand posture''was defined as one, in 
which thè subjéct placed his hand- above the lihe of script, 
thereby directing t-he point o.f the pen towards the bottom 
of .the page. Subjects who positioned their hand below th.e 
line of script and directed the tip of the pen towards the 
top of the page were defined as .displaying a normal . naru) 
.posture while writing.
The 'subgeçt was pla.ce'd in a familial  ̂sinistrality 
group if ho reported at least one. I'eft-handed first degree 
relative. . ■ _ '
Maze Coordination Test ' . ’ * '
Next, the subjects completed the 'Maze Co-ordination 
Test; The,', platter cont'aining the maze 'was' placed di-rect'ly 
in front of the subjec.t at ' his .midline. Subjects were 
instructed to trace a path through a maze with , a hand hel.d 
stylus. The platter containing the maze was placed directly 
in front of the subject atrhic fiiidlinel The instructions 
: ■- ■■ . . a :
for this, tçôt were given verbatim from T r i tes ( 1977, 
Appendix V), The dependent measures were (1) thé. time on 
.boi^nâry, and (2) the number of boundry hits. A.cutoff score- 
equal-, to the mean for 15 year. ,old subjects ,•( Knights 1966) , 
was used. Indeed no subject w^s excluded from the .sample by 
this C r i t e r i o n . . ' . -
Dichotic Listening T e s t : . ‘
Oh each trial the subject was presented with a set of 
three digits through the left channel of a set of 
headphones "and a different three digit sequence through the 
right channel using, a prerecorded stereo tape.. The digits 
were presented in both eaos at the same lime but the same 
digit- was -never presented to both ears during any. trial. 
The tape was stopped after each 'tri.al and the subjects were 
instructed to .rèport, and to guess if uncertain, all digits- 
heard regardless of e a r . ; . . ' % -
After ten trials the tape was .stopped. The subjects 
removed the 'headphones and reversed the .position- of the 
headphones so that the information -through each channel 
would now be presented to the opposite ear. The tape was
then rewound and ten more trials were presented,
The ■ starting -position .of -, the channels . of the
headphones .was counterbalanced within and across groups.
All subjects received three practice trials to familiarize 
thèmselves with the test. The • dependent variable, the 
number of correct responses per ear, was 'recorded for each, 
trial. ' .■ ' . . '
, . ' ."3 ■ - ■. ,. .
Pursuit Rotor Task:
Subjects standing in front o f  a pu-rsuit rotor
apparatus • practiced the task with each hand for two 
■minutes. During, the practice trials, subjects attempted to
■ keep a 12.7 cm. hand-held stylus in'Contact with a ,1.0 cm x 
. 1.1 cm target area which revolved at R P M s ■throughout, a
circle with a 3U.5 cm diameter. Subjects wer'e permitted 
full movement of the- fingers, wrist, or arm Which enabled
• them to keep the stylus' on the target area.
.Any. -subject, who could not  ̂keep the stylus on" the 
target area f.or a total of ten' seconds, out -of the.-two
■ minute practice trial with either h'and was excluded fr'om
the- sample. Two subjects did not meet the criteria and were, 
excluded from the -study. .
■Sixty experimental trials were presented in ten blocks 
of six, fifteeh-seconq trials. -WitKin - e a c h , block, the 
^following -conditions were ramcomized: ( 1 ) rig.nt . hand
responding, ' no verbal- interférence ( 2 ) right hand
responding, simple .yerbal interference (3-) i-ight hand
responding,' complex verbal i n t e'r f e,r ence . (4) left hand
• responding, no verbal interference (5) left hand
responding, simple verbal interference '{&) left. fa n d
r e s p o n d i n g ,,complex verbal interference. - -
The target was stationary at the.stapt of every, trial. 
When the subject made contact with the target area of .the 
pursuit rotor, the. verbal s i g n a l ’ "Ready" was given by the 
-experimenter. After t h i s » s i g n a l /  the trial was initiated 
aften a 1,2,'or 3 second delay,. The target area always
' . ■ 4 4  ' ■ ' c  ■ . - ' b
moved -in ^ clockwise .dicect.ion. The digital s t o p d o c k  
recorded'time on, target for 15 second -trials.
On- trial-s in which there was no verbal interférence, 
the subjects were instructed .to. remain silent while 
tracking .the target circle. . During simple interference 
trials the ^subgects were required to repeat a four word 
sentence .(Appendix - V I )  at least twice before the 
experimenter gave t hé verbal Signal, and throughout the 
duration of the trial. In the complex interference trials 
' the subgect . repeated a four word sentence in which each 
wordy, began with the same letter (Appendix VII) in the same 
way.
Ten different simple and- complex sentences- were -used. 
bAch sentence was used four t imcs throughout, ' the 
. experiment, twice with each .hand. In both of the- verbal, 
/ i n t e r f e r e n c e  .conditions any sentence was coupled with.both 
response - hands .within' a block. The, starting hand.., was 
- counterbalanced . within ' the across groups. The entire 
procedure, requiring one hpu.r- of .a subject's tim.e, was run 
in a single session. -
'.-■RESULTS . • , •
All. analyses of variance were executed with the 'AMDVA 
7 computerized package (note II) . - ’ ' . ’ . .
.'iv'
■ Explanation of Ana l y ^ s ; '  ,
T h r e e , separate anal'ys^ of variance were computed, on 
the data on The Pursuit ROtor Test and the scores !on The
Dichotic Listening T e s t . . . ■ .
In Analyses I, 1'he .Pursuit Motor Test scores, average
t ]. me on target, and The Dichotic List en i .Kj Test scores, the
average number of digits recalled, were analyzed using a
mixed design, outlined in Appendix II t . Tin ooth- ana 1 yiies
th.e between group fat^Tors were (I) da nd’w'r it i ng Dos t u r i\, it,U ,-
1 ■ '
Lli f, ILH , a,nd (2) Familial Sinistrality, l t . In Tne
Pursuit- Rotor Test/analyses, (1) fia'nd .■ Dc-m i na nee , t na t in. • 
use of Dorn i ha n t V s Non-Dominant n a n d / and ( 2 ) I n.t e t f c r e nc e , 
N o n e , Simple & Complex, were tnc -w.ithin .suojoi.-t I actors; 
for The Dichotic Listening Tost analysis, i. ne ,‘O'nl y. witnin 
subgect factor was channel. Left- t  Hignt,- that, is, tn.i ear 
receiving the verbal input. - . ..
In A p a 1 y s i s -1 1 , Familial .Sinistrality w a i, C 1, i o i na ted 
à s a T'actqr because tnis v A r i.a'b 1 c wa.-i not ' si gn i : i cant 
either as a main effect or in any interaction. ; n the Iicst. 
analysis. ,i'l|he - elimination of tne Familial. S i n i I'.t ra 1 i ty 
variable reduced the ngaibe r- of 'soparato g r oups ol :;uO)cct.c . 
; f r o-m -six to three -.and consequently, the. nunihc-r o( sub ;y.ct s
per group 'ocreased f- m 1 U to 20,.-■/in ndwr 11 i.ng posture; id;, 
Rtt, and ILIi, as a bet,/oen croup factor x u s cons i de r ee in 
analyzing- the , scores for both Thé Rurriuit' Motor Test .ind 
The Dichotic iistenlnu Test. The within .’•iubiect f a c t o r ;i • ( o r. 
both The . Pursuit Rotor Test . j\.nalysiH anc Tne uichotic 
[.istenihg Test analyses were identical to Analysis !..
- In Analysis III, all subjects within the tnree nand 
writing - posture groups were classified, using - a median 
Split, into laterality groups bn the basis of their
■ ' 1 4 6
. .latec'ali ty ̂ quot ient scores, on T.he Edinburgh irl'^entbry . 
(Oldfield, 1971).' Between group factors for botlK The 
Pursuit Rotor Test analysis and The Dichotic Ristening 'T'est.
■ Analysis were, ( T) Handwriting Posture Group, RH, EH antb 
T L i i ■ and ( 2) Lateral i ty Positive Laterality and Negative 
'Laterality. .v/ithin subject ' factors ' considered ' when/ 
analyzing .pursuit rotor .scores were (1) Hand Dominance/, 
that is the use- of Dominant 'vs, the Non - Dotii-i na n t h a n d s , ^nd 
C2-) Interference, None', Simple' and Complpx. T'o.e, witmin . 
suDgect. factor, considered when . i n ve's t iga t i'ng The Dichotic 
-, Listening Test, score, wag, once again,. '(1) Chan ne Iq that' 
.is, t'he Left vs the .Right eats.
Analysis I ’ ' ^
Pursuit Rotor- Test ■' • -.
The overall analysis of variance of The Pursuit Rotor 
Task scorc-s (T.able II ). indicated a -significant ..ma.in ef fect 
fot Hand Dominance .( E ( 1 , 54 ) - 1 34.4620, p, < . 0001 ) ; when
• siib.jeçts used their, ^^minant H a n d , 'their mea.n '.co.ntact with 
the St i-mulus target was 6 . 719 seconds., (out of -a 15 second' 
trial) co,mpa red to 5. 989' seconds, with their Non-Dominant 
hand . Handwriting Pôst'gre 'was a 1 so s igni f leant ( E ( 2 , 54).= 
3.3 299-, p. < . 04 20 ) . P l a n n e d  compar isons wi th' Atudent T^tests 
-, indicated that'RH subjects ,( x". .» • 6 ; 9 7 4 seconds ) t’rae)<;ed the 
■ t a rge.t ' 8 ign i f i cant 1 y longer- than ' LH . sub jects -( x - 5,714.
s e c o n d s ) (t { 38 ) = 2.4 371 , p,<.05) but not ILH'subjects - (“ , = 
. 6 1 3 7 5  seconds) (t(38). « 1.419, p .>.05). T h f  Hand D o m i n a ncd 
X Hagdwr i ting P o s t u re Group Intefaction was also
.■■.■■■i
s.igni fic.ant (F(2,-54) = 15.0874, p.<.ÜÜÜ.l)! howevoc, the
I'nterference X Hand Dominance i nteract i.on was sizable but 
not significant (F(2,108) ■=•2.8765, p . <.0590).
Analyzing the 'simple m a i n  e ( C.c q t s of • the liaiuj 
.Dominance X liandwr i ting Postur'e Group i n t 'e r a c 1 1 o n (Table
III & Figure I), KH subgeots wcr6 (Qunc! to LiacK' the target
. . ■ ; ' , . 
stimulus significantly better with ttieir Dominant, 7.570,
seconds, v s .' their Non-Dominant, 6 . 370 seconds. Hand
(F(l, 54) = 19.1805 , p.y.Ol). MO difference -i n • tracking by
Dom'inant vs. Non-Dominaht .Hands was founci in any group o f  •
i e ft - handed subjects. Handwri.ting hostiire . was nOt.
.significant in .t-ither . the Dominant Hand or M g n - D o m m a n t
Hand ■ response conditions; all • three • gr.oups ' pe r l o r m e d ’
relatively the .same with their, dominant .hand and again,
relatively thè Same with the i r , non-do'mi nan f ^va.nd . •
T h e . Interference X . Hand .Dd.niinance ,i nte^act ion (Table
IV & ..Fig.gre II ) showed that all t hr ee groups [lef formed, 
better v;ith .their Dominant Hand ' in each Into rf trente 
.condition. The diffe r e n c e s  of . 8' 5 Ü , .6 53 and .687 seconds
between . , pbmfna.n t " vs. , Non-Dom i nant response -hands, 
respectively, for No Inter f er pn'ce : .F(,1,108 ) .= . 1.4.84 1 4 ,
.p . < . 01 ; .Simple In t.e r f6 r ehce ; F ( 1,1 (18 ) - i)'- ̂ ^9 2 , p . < . 01 ; and ■ 
Complex I n t erferencef P( 1 , 108) = 9.6951. p . <.01, we're .all
significant. Interférence was not significant for either 
the. Dominant: P(2p54) .= .24 95 , ' p .>.05, or Mon-Dominant
H a n d :. F (2 , 54 ) = .198 5, p .>.0 5.
'  ' -  , . , ’  . . , v r
All Handwriting Post u re- 'Groups except LH+. t racked the 
target s i g nificantly better with their Dominant Hand (Table
- 7" ' 4 8- ; ' ■ ' f  ,
•V).,, The l'H+ group did not show, a preference, for either - ' 
il and.-
' The Interference X Ifand Dominance interaction was
significant F {2,18) =, 6.0306, p . <.001, for group RH +.
Analyzing this interaction, (see 'Fable VI and Figure.Ill),
the Dominant Hand y / a s  fou.nd to be significantly better at
each level of Interference, (No Interference; F(l,9) =
56.. 777 ,- p.. <.001, Simple- Interference; F(l,9) ^ '18.532 ,
p. <.001, ‘ ard Complex Interference; F(l,’9 ) = 2 5.6 41 ,
p.t.OOl). 'Interference decreased pursuit tracking ' i ' ' ' _ ' ■ • .
performance for the RH+ grou.o when they used t.tieir dominant
hand (F(2,10) = '4.584 , p. <.05. Under tne- !io Interference "
control,' '-this group spent a 'mean .of 7.684 seconds on
target, 7.186 seconds- for Simple Interference and -7.192 - -
A  ' ;
seconds for Com’plex Ih t e r f e r ence . - ■ ,
- Décomposition of the variable. Interference,'indicated 
remarkable but insignificance results for the ILll- group - 
(F(2,1.B) = 3.307 9 , p . <.0506). Ttie m e a n ’times on target for ’ 
the ’No .Int-erferencé, Simple Interference 'and - Co m p l e ’x ,
-Interference was 6.341 seconds,/ 6.314 seconds and 6.060
seconds,. respectively. .Comparisons of • these. means by -
Duncan's Range . Test . (McGuigan, 
significant differences (R^ (observed) = .281 at df«S7 (R^. ’
(predicted )-.. 991 R^ (observed) =.027 at 'df=57 ' < Rj. ’
(p r e d icted)..873). The factor. Interference, did not effect 
the performance of any other Handwriting Posture Group.
1978) r e v e a ^ d  no
49
Di,chobic Listening Test , ,
•Table VII shows that -the CiianneJ X liandwr 1 1 m y  Posture 
interaction was s ubs t.an t i a .1 but insignificant ( F ( 2 ̂ 5 'I ) *
2.867 2 , p.<.Ü63,9). For Rli subjects, the mean number of
digits' r-ecalled from the .right cnanne I , ' .-2 . 70.U, ) out of a 
possible 3.00, was .greater than the inedn'ruimbor recal-f^ci 
from the left channel, 2..')Dl,_oùt .of a possible J.uu. For
, t .Lii suDjects there was better recall of ma ter i a 1 prcsen ten}
through the 1 eft, 2.'175. vs. ttie right c a n n e 1 ?■. 1 ti. 3 . No
difference in recall between the .-right channel, 2.5 35, .and 
the left channel, 2 . 5 9 6, was found for f til un jcc t s . ' . •
Analysis II , . - ,
Pursuit Rotor Test ' .
Analysis '.If, with . the e 1 r in m a t r o n  of , Familial
Sinistrality' As à factor, did not yield riiffcrent, findings 
■from Analysis 'Î. Again, '.Tabic. Vfll . s-hows that Hand, 
‘ Dominance was significant (-F(l,57) = 1 36.1-2 5, p.e.OUfll) as 
was Handwriting Postuye - Group (F(2,57) =' 3 . 4 5 W , -1 ). < . U 5 ) ,
Again, 'the Hand Dominance • X , Ha n.dw r 1 1 i ng . Pos t u rf c Group
^interaction was significant (P(2,57) = 15.27 4, p.X.UOOl).
Similar to Analysis I,-,the Interference X ‘ Hand pominancc ■ 
wa s noteworthy but insignificant ( F ( 2 , 1 1 4 ) = 2.89-9, .
p. <.0575 ). Decomposit ion of t.hes.e interact ion^ repl icated 
exactly the findings reported under Analysis I above:- -
A'l I groups tracked the target significantly better 
with their dominant hand ( Tab 1 e IX). -'I'ne difference in 
• per.formanc.é .betwçen Dominant and Non-Dominant Hands were 
■ : : bo
'HI#
'l.21‘sec., Ü.04 sec., and 0.5 8 se,c. fot: the RH,' L H , and I LH ’ 
groups respectively.
.'J'he ' Interference X .Hand Dominance interaction was
significant for' group "RH. The decomposition • of this',
interaction (Table X and Figure IV) showed that- the right 
.. hand per f orman'ce was superior at No interference: F(l,19) =
96 .901, p. <.01, SifnpJe - Interference: F(l, 19 ) = 4 5.650 ,
P .-<.01, and Complex ‘l n't er fe.r ence ; F(l.,l9) ~ 58.690 , p'.<..01.
Concurrent verbal . interference • did .not ; affect the 
' performance of either the Dominant ('R(2-,38) =? 3.555 , p. <.051 
- or .t.he Non-Doini nant.-Hands (F(2;d8)'- 3.734 , p.<.()5).
DLchotic Listening Test , ' . ‘ .
• As was the .case in' .Analysis I - Table XI shows..-the.
. . Channel . X H.andwr i ting. Posture ■ was '. remar.kàblè but
•insign.if leant- (F( 2,57) = 2.9 3 54 , p. <.1)596 ), ■' . ''
- ANALYSTS Til -
Rur-sriit Rotor Test .
The . overall analysis of variance (see Table 'XI I) of 
scores, . grouped according., to .Laterality, again, • showed 
.significant mai n effects of • Hand Tomi na ncev ( F'( 1, 5 4-) ' = 
.136.6291 , p.<.l)OUl') and Handwriting Posture' „(F(2,5'4)
.3.7 42 4 , p. <,0292 ). .As well', the Hand Dominance X Handwriting 
.Posture ''interaction r eached' signi f icance (R ( 2 ,'S4 15 . 3375,
p.<.OQOl). Once, mote the Interference. X Hand , Doml.nan-ce
. ' - ' ' ■ ' . ' ' , ' ' ' ' Si- , . ..
■ interaction was sizable bnt insignificant (F('?,108) 
.2.9651, p . <'.0542'). In addition,' the Lateralit.y ■ X Posture
i  ' i  ' - ■ . : ' \  ^ ' i  '
interaction was significant (F(2,54) = '3 . 4 7 3 3 , . < .„D 37 0 ) . - -
'"7 . ' ' ' .o'/: i i  '
The results show {.Table ' X.t 1 1 and Figure V), that RH 
subjects with. Negative -laterality scores had higher mean 
tracking scores (x = 7.493 sec.) .than those with Positive 
laterality scores (x .= 6.454 sec.).- This pattern wad
reversed lor the LH and .1 LH groups where subjects in .the 
Positive La.te r a 1 i ty . Groups (LH: TT = 6'. 07 9 sec,-. I LH : "x . ̂
. 7.018 sec.) tracked" thè target better than those in the 
negative Laterality Croups (LH: "x "= 5.-35U’ sec; " I LH ; 7  =
5.732 sec.).
When this interaction, was decomposed' (Table' XIV.) .into" 
simple main .-ef fec.ts, ho signrCicant - results were found. 
There were no significant differences bo^ween subjects with 
Positive Vs., Negative Laterality scores for Right Handers:
P(l,54) .- Ü.>24, .p.>.05, Left Handers : , 1(1,54) '= U.17U,'
p.>:05, or Inverted Left-Handers : P(l,54)' - 0 . 6 bU , p . > . t) 5 .
-Positive .Laterality scores did not differentiate ,between 
Handwriting Posture -Groups (F-'(2,54) = U . 313,p. >.05; n e H h e r
did Negative Laterality scores (1(2,54) - l.D’2-7, p. >-.05).
All groups o,f subjects, except LH ' subgec-ts ,wil.h
Negative La.terality scores, tracked the taîget st imulu.e 
better with their Dominant Hand (Table XV). Group LH witle,.
Negativ.e Laterality scores -showed no difference between-
responses with Dominant v s . Non-Dominant .Hangs . -,-
The RH group with Posit,ive .Laterality sco.res" achi e ved a ' 
significant Interference X Hand Dominance' -.interaction,
■ ( F ( 2 ,18 ) ■ ^ 5 . 24 51 , . p . < '. 01 ) . When this ' interaction was
decomposed (Table XVI^ and ' Figure VI) a significant 
difference was found between Dominan.t and Non-Dominant Hand 
' ' ■ ■ ' ' 52 ; ' - ' '
rrespdnses at No I n be r f e r ence t F(],,19) = 6'. 4 6 , p . < , 01, Simplè
Interference: F(l,19) = 16 . 99 , p .<.01, and Complex’ •
Interference conditions, F(l,19) = ’ 26.37 , p..<.01. • I.n all
instances .the performance of the- Dominant Hand exceeded that 
of the Non-Dominant Hand, There , was alsô a . s ign,i f i'cant. 
decrease in the responses of the Dominant Hand under the 
Simple Inter ferenoe', >T ' . = 6.90,5 sec., .and Complex
Interference, . x = 6.901 sec, -conditions compared to the
control condition ( P ( 2 ,18 ) = 7 . 0 2 O', p . < . 01 ) .
■ The LH group wifh Negative Laterality scores' shower) a.' 
significant Interference. X Hand Dominance interaction 
(F ( 2 ,18 ) = 3.8548 , p :<.0 3 9 5 ) . The decomposition of this
interaction, seen .in- Table XVII , did not .show any 
-significant simple mg i n effects. . ■ ' , ' -
Dichotic Listening Test ^
The results of Analysis III. (Table .XVIII and Figure
VII) ar»e identical to. Analyses- I and II. " Again . the
' ' / ' . ' ' - ' ' .
interaction of Channel X ■Handwriting Group was. noteworthy
but i n s i gn .1 f lean t ( F ( 2 , 5 4 ) = 2. 89 2 5 , p .■< . 06 2 5 ) . -. • ,
Laterality Quotient Results . ■ •
The mean laterality ‘quotients yof . each Handwriting . 
Posture Group were ..analyzed by Duncan'.s Range T e s t . The 
results show that (1) both groups of RH. subjects differed 
from all LH gr oups ( p . < . 05 ) and (2) LH-f subjects, obtained 
laterality quotients which were significantly different.from . 
a H  the other LH groups -(p.COS). Table XIX shows that RH-
■ ' i  . V  '■ S 3 . :  '
subjects scored the most' positivé on this ' index (+,.730)' 
while LH + subjects attained the. most negative I atet a \'i ty ■ ■ 
scores (-.795). ' • ■ /,
Qualitative Results ' . ■ . '
Some di'f f ece-nces in the ' study deserve further comme n t .
In attempting to assimilate data from a]l aspects o 1 \ t h'C ■
study, there appear to be subtle yet noteworthy d.ifferences
■ W — V ■ • , ■ : ■ - -
between LH and I LH subjects. On the , Di,c)iot ic Lr s ten i ng Test
the I LH subjects did hot appea r ' to demons f rate, .any car 
preference Par verbal stimuli. The results o f  the LH group, 
although .insignificant, demonstrate a tendency for supelior
responding to left'ear' stimuli, (see Table XX).
Secondly, the Ldinburgh Inventory. (Oldfield, 1971) . 
Laterality Quotient.s produced interesting r'esults. If t.lie 
data from Table XIX are "regrouped ' on the basis ■ of 
Handwriting* Posture., ILIi subjects achieve a mean Lateral i ty L 
Quotient located between tne RH and LH subjects. M t n o u g h
the I LH group attains a mean negative lateral ity score, tlje 
magnitude is less than that for tneir LH ’counterparts. The 
over'ail .ranking^ Of scOres on The, Pursuit Rotor Test also 
follows Handwr i fing Post.ure (see Table XX). Qualitatively, 
th.e I LH subjects are. more successfuly than the LH subjects-
and mole simi 1 ar to the RH groiip. ' ■ '
■ 'DISCUSSION , ■ ■
• 'Pursuit 'Rotor Test
All three analyses showed significant main effects for 
Hand Dominance and Hand.Writing Posture. The interaction of
' ■ ' - i .-
Hand Dominance X Hand Po.sture Group was' also significant 
while the Interference X Hand, Dominance' i n t e r a c t i o n ’ 
a p p r o a c h e d . s i'qn i f icance in- all three analysis.
The s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t  -of Hand D o m i n a n c e  is not 
-surprising. In the task- -sttardng l i t e r a t u r e  r e v i e w e d  in the 
•introduction, ' s u b j e c t s  con's i s tent ly o b t a i n e d  'better 
• p e r f o r m a n c e  wi t h  thçir D o m i n a n t ' v s . N o n - D o m i n a n t  Hands. ■ . '
The effect of. Handwr ft i ng Posture G r o u p s .wa s ’ somewhat 
interesting. The performance of- RH subjects was greater tha.n- 
that 'of I,,'H but not ILH subject's. One possible explanation is 
that previ'ouG research utilizing task sharing procedures 
(Hicks, 197ÿ; 'Lomas & Ki m u r a , 1,976', Sussman, 1 98 21 reported
smaller, yet more, symmetrical decrements in performance for
LH, vs RH s u b j e c t s . The c o n c u r r e n t ’ verbal interference may 
'affect only the- Dominant Hand of RH subjects but Concurrent 
'verbal interference affects, both hands of , LH -subjects. 
■Across all interference conditions,' this, would lead to RH , 
’subjects,.' demonstrating bettèr - performance. But,- the
.performance of ' RH subjects was- not, greater than iLll
subjects. This- is surprising as Levy and Reid (1976, 1978)
have suggested that the performance i LHs in a task-sharing 
■paradign, be„ing more bilateral in . their-, cerebral 
organization than - other LH subjects', should . be more 
adversely affected. However, -the ovarall performance of ILH 
■Subjects was not significantly different from that of the RH 
■group. This finding suggests that the performance of ILH-
subjects is similar to their RH counterparts' as predicted by 
Levy and Reid ( 1976 / 1978 ). Indeed the" rank ordering acroé's ■
all conditions shôwed that the performance .of I L’H .subjects 
■ • . , ■ was second only to . the RH .group and greater than LH
• ■ . subjécts, . ,
■ The Significant interaction ■ of Hand Dominance X 
' . Handwriting Posture C r o u p i s  accounted for by the very large
■ ■ . diffence in pursuit rotor' t r ack i ng of RH s u b j e c t s .with their
Dominant vs,.' Non-'Dominant hand. No difference in Dominant '
, and Non-Dominant hand' performance, was found on tlie other
grbups. This finding' is consistent 'with previous research''.
' ' "* (Branah e_t _al' 1964,- Cloning et. 4 969 , Hecae'n & Sauge t ,
1971) which suggested that left handed -sutijects possess more 
■ bilateral .cerebral -organization than their right handed 
. counterparts.. The marginal significance of .the Interference ,
..X Hand Dominance interact ion - may be accounted for by the
superior - performance of RH s u b j e c t s ' w h e n  tney used the'ir 
. , . ' Dominant Vs.. No'n-Dominant Hand. ' ..
Lach hÿpot'ne.sis of t h h 'Study, outlined above, wili ' be','
  discussed separately ; , '
Hypothesis I ' • '
' ' . ■ The first, hypothesis predicted a left- hand response
decrement in .performance for I.LH- sub jects'. unde r both °
■ , ■ interference conditions compared to the- control condition,
- ' . and .a decrease in. right hand responding for lf,H'+ subjects' -.
■ .-under these' same treatment conditions. The data d i.d not'
s u p p ort-this hypothesis, v In Analysis I the m'ain effect of . . 
Interference approached significance fo.r the ILH- group. The . 
results suggest that, any differences 'may be a.c.counted for by 
, , the difference between the Complex Interference condition ,
:  ' ' ;  ̂ ' '- ' ' : ' : - .  . ... ' ' ' ' ': ' : '' '
. ■ compared-to both the Simple Inter f e r e h c e . and tio Interference
conditions. No other, interactions of- Hand DominaYice. X 
- . ■ ' . Interference results were significant '■ ■ ,
■ ■ . Hypothesis I I ' . • • ■ .
Hypothesis II predicted t a decrease, in right hand
• performance for LH- subjects' under both levels of the 
interference condition and a left hand response decrement 
for LH+ s u b j e c t s . This hypothesis ■ .was- no.t supported by the 
results although the .Interference X 'Hand Dominance
interaction for LH subjects with Negative Laterality scores 
^ w a s  significant, '
■ ' Hypothesis III .
Riyht hand response decrements were predicted for. both 
r H+ and RH- groups during both interference conditions. It
was also predicted that' RH+ subgects would s,i>ow a smaller
response decrement with their left- hhnd than their right
, hand. Two separate groups.of RH subjects did demonstrat.6, the
■ , predicted right hand .decrement. In. Analysis I, RH+ -sub jects
’ performed significantly better with their right hand in the
- ' control condition ;' as ' compared' .to both levels ,o,f'
in.t'erferenc'e. The same results were found in Analysis III
' . • for RH subjects with Positive Laterality scores.
Hypothesis IV ' .
* . . • It was 'hypothesized that .both levels of interference
' would cause the specific response decrements listed ih,
. : it
\
Hypotheses I,II, and i'll above further, Hypothesis, . iv' 
f.urther ' predicted that the Complex Interference condition, 
would cause a greater response decrement than Simple' 
■Interference. But no difference, was found when subjects, 
responded under the Complex' vs. the simple /inter f e r ence. 
conditions. The Interference 'X Group RH interaction was 
, significant 'indicating that the right- hand . of Group RH
^  I , ■
s h o w e d  d e c r e a s e d  p e r f o r m a n c e  dur- in c] c o n c u r r e n t '
- ' ' . ■ ■ < ' . - 
verbal i z a t i o n . • . - ‘ , '
Dichotic Listening Test ■ -
Although the' Dichotic Listening. Test scores ' were 
consistent with prédictions based on Levy and R e i d , critical 
■comparisons did not indicate significant differences.
The sizable brit- insignificant ' Ch.annel -X Group, 
'■ interaction, which was found.in the three sepa ra't e • a na 1 yse s , 
provides some support for L e vy .and Reid's ( 19 76 , 197(1) work .
'The right ear' advantage' in RH subiects implies, left 
hemisphere specialization for verbal input. The LII group 
obtained more- correct responses from - left cha.nnel. input,,, 
suggesting r ight^hernispher e .supe c i o f i t y i n the percèption of 
.spoKen , verbal information (Kimura, 1961)., Tne re was no 
difference between ears, in the perception-^f spoken- verbal 
,material tor ILH subjects., Which is consistent with Levy,and, 
■Reid's ( 1976 , 1978 ) suggestion that T LH subjects are less
1 a t er a 1 i zed. than either' their. LH.'or KH cbunte rpa r ts . ■ '
Onë peason. for t.he failuf^ to reach significance 
differences among these'groups ma.y be that the listening
' ' ;  ̂ . . 58- ' ' .- - . .. : ' '
S'tïa-
. tape presented digits approximately bne-hal£ a second apart. 
Subjects 'may have had time t o ’ attend to- each digit 
separately., if that is true, . t.he tape was', not useful in 
determining the dominant verbal henii'spher'e.
Qualitative Analysis D i s c u s s i o n : , ,
Considering the data '.presented in the Qualitative
results .section,' the two groups- of . left-handed subjects
' appear to - be qualitatively d i.f f e r e n t ■ Nonetheless, subtle
■ ■ ■ . ■ ' • hf'
differences can be not’ed o n ’ three separate measure. The
differences between the Lfl and ILH subjects found in the .
results of the Dichotic. Listening Test and ’ Laterality 
■ Quotients suggests that. ILH subjects have less hemispheric- 
spec i a I-i 7.a t ion tnari their LH counterparts. The rank ordering - 
of- performance on the uursuit Rotor Test implies that this 
si mi la r t y between cerebral he’mi spheres many . enhance overall. , 
per f or mance .y 11 , may be) the c'^se- tha t- I LH .subjects do respond 
. differently than. LH subjects, or perhaps there are. unique '
cerebral spec i a Ti-za t i on of t he’ sort hypothesized by Levy and
’ Reid (1976, 1978). ■ . '
However, if- contrary to Levy and, Reid ( 1976 , 1978 ),. ILH )
subjects possess contralateral cerebral control oyer- distal ■ . 
musculature responding, and given the fact that they show -- 
less hemispheric specificity than - convent ial Lfl subjects, 
one should expect significant depressions of both hands 
during concurrent speech. This result was n o t .found on,the 
,,contrary , the p e r f o r m a n c e ,of ILH.subjects wâs superior to LH . 
subjects. Therefore i.t is possible that ILll subjects may '
’ /’ 59
have somewhat mutuallV exclusive motoc and ypccch areaa of ' t h o 
cerebral cortex whicb would' not he predicted to unow i n t c r t<; c cncc .
Gt.Ni;ilA|. DISCUSS I Ot-i ' ' ..
. -T h e task s'narinq desujn used u t n i y Jtuuy, anoul.; po
justified as ' a test' of Levy and H e m ' s  ( l v 7 ( > ,  I'j’/ti.) tne o ! y o(
ipstlaberal cerebral control of t n 'i distal nu's c'u I a t u r e of ! iji 
subjects. The performance of Hh suojecCs on tne Hu r s u ii Hot or 
task under verbal intcrfencc, can o.e u jud tb. t.cit t n i ti
, Hypothesis . lue i .•■■u roa na t oni i c pitnw'ays o I Hii subjects nave .hem 
well’ dOcuiaented in previous researcn n<: the c e s'u 11 r of i-r.-i:; -
■indicated the most consistent Support lor ;.n- -r. i nshou r no, o nd 
Cooke (1971) dual-code - theory. Consequent 1 y , if tin- lu uo i ct i ons ■ 
o f  hypothesis .ill- were fully confirmee, tne task.- sna r-i n ; >a r a d i 
would appear to' oe its e ( u 1 . Un f o r t U na t ed y , not a\l 1 t r . prédictions 
wore Dorn out; in Analysis ! only \ > u supjects wit;, a . n i s o r y of 
Familial S. i n i a t r-a 1 i t y s nowed significant rfjnt n a no cec i e.%,. n t n in 
responding during concurrent verbal' i nt o c f c r ence . P.u'i , contrary 
to, an liypotnesis. III ur oci tc-t i on , dh i 'uic; not c e ,i,o n s t ! .i t a
smaller' left than cignt .nhnd response, deer fjir.cnt . ' ■. .
;■ “  ̂ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ : Since tne left , nano, oecrcmcnt oi.o - not occui anc si.ncc' '
'•‘4 '
familial, sinistrality was not fou'n'd .'.to do l a.pp r t an t , tne r esu.l t s 
s u g g e s t . tnat ' once farm lia) sinistrality ,i r, r emoveo t in' resu 1 ts. 
may do more usefu.l. Tn''refore after the removaj of ■ t a c, i 1 1 a I 
s 1 n 1 s t r a 1 11 y a 3 a variable, t-ne iilf .g r oup would bn'iy uu t;r vd i ct ed
to doinons.trate a rignt nand response d'edremeht. . ;
‘ ’ y . ; ' »
The 'above results, demons t rate partial suppoft for tne 
Kins’üourne ana Cooke (1971) model. However, co./vtl he i ct or v r^jiuits
. • ‘ ■ G u  . • • '
f
were  ̂found in tne RH- gcoüp,, who obtained the most- positive 
' l,a tc r a 1 V t Y 1 Quot ien t +\ 7,3.0 as measured 'py .the .Kdinburgh Inventory.
' ' 3'ne.se, ■ -sgbjfects were at lea.st one generation away from'
■ ! e f t-h^i ndfedness,. t n any first deg r ee • re 1 a c i ye . Tne du^i-code
. ■ ..theory, then, . would predict .a ^strong decrement- in .right hand
_, respdnrî/.nçi linder - concurrent ve r na i iza t i on . But, this decrement ' .
. •was npC-4>ound.- '
In A n a ,1 ys.i s IT,, • wh i eh did not-group ,RH subjects according to 
• fainiHal. s i n i .s t r a 1 V t y ,- sub gec't.s did- not s'hqw any'response, hand
decrement' under eitner ■ level- Of tiie , e^oncutrent interference - .
. 'conditions. Analysis 1 1 I demonstrated' that 'Rii sub]ectg witn
. - .no.sit ive ' L-atetaiity scores showed the predicted ^ h a ^ d  
response decrement under ooth levels .of concurrent i.nter ferenc'e.,
■' but that r B suiThects wi t h Xeg'a t i ve bate.ra lit y 'scores dio not. show .
thi.s'right hand res'pon.se oecrement, ' - ' ,
' ' .  .The outcomes of . t h e \ t hr e e analyses are hot 'as- divergent as .
■: t.rvey -appear, Pirs't, the predicted right hand oecrement .occurred- 
. , I n : tub of r 'à poss I'ble .five g r'oùps of KH sungycts. Second,'' .,
individual ■subgect .ch.a.racter i st ic6 may -have olascur red - ' some ;
- • - , d i f Cerence.s . pp'r ' example , ' thé , frfl-i group, .Analysis' I, included-
" f 1 ve .out bf the tgn ' subjects who were reclassified as R H , .h "
Rod i t .1 V e -La t e r à 1 i t y .s.cores, -in Anal ys is The variability in .
the,, responses -of RH subjects inight be accounted for by those 
spb jept.s '-wi th the •mpre. Négative.-.baterality scores. Vrhen t h e .
. . 'twenty RH subjects were considered one group in Analyses 'II', '■■the '•.,'."
• ' subjects, ranging in . Negati.ve La.terality s c o r e s , . may ha vec
" p e x ^  , w i-t h wide dl f f eren.ce? . These - large dif fi rences ■ in ‘h
' ‘ . per for mance' wop id cont'r .i but e to. ya r iance and d iitii-ni sjj the y
liklihood of finding tne difference tQ be significant; ' ,',X
' ' If' the late-rality. scdce's resu.lt in .n.ore homogeneous groups,
than roupi ng' oii tlte basis of -fami lia’ 1 sinistrality, some .support 
. is obtained for’ the. task-snaring t nod r y of. kinsbpure and 'Cooke 
( 19711 . - . . . ■ • . . ■ . . , ’ '
Analysis III, in .wliich subjac'ts were c Ui.ss i f .1 e.d. .on t iio bas i s 
. of t’he i r Lateral i ty . Quot lent scores, ruay then 'prodiicu -the r.iOsl -, .'
reliable assessnie.nt of Levy and Reid's theory. ' '
The performance of all groups .of lef.t nandod subjects on l n.c 
pursuit rotor test was very similar. No differences 111 rési>-onding 
•across, any level of interference f ot’■-e i t'he r, r esp.onse ' hapb wore '■
found . The absence of.any significant di f t e rence.s was siTfpr.i s i ng . , . '■
t'ven, i f '"per formance was not different in, handwriting pos Cure.
. 'g r^l^p 5 , ‘the literature indicate s' a s nia lier ni 1 a t e r a I ctsc r em<.> n i i n ' • • ;■ 
■responding under concur r.o.nt verbalisation '( li i c'k-.i, ■ \ u 7 j ; Lomas s.
, . Kiinura, 1976,- Suss ma h , 19 8 2 ) for ,Lii,'subjects ,'fnan -f or Kll su!.)ject,s
who' Diost often show t he .' s t r Ong . tight .hand dec renient . ,i"é r naps' a '. ’ 
Pursuit Rotor Test' was' not a'sufficcntly 'sensitive I'n'st r uiiion.t : to 
demons t.'r ate the di'f ferenc.es between ''tnese '.g f uups . ' do/-e p r oiiabl ,e , •:
noWever , : is that left-handed sub jects,’-as a y.roup oi-mons t r a t e m.or r;
■ bilateral cerebral o r y a ni za t. i'o.n ,t nan ,r i y n t ' ha ode r s and t fi 1 s , 1 a.ck ' \ 
o f ' hemi spne c i.e. 'specificity may on a .tas'k -shair i n go ' pa r adi yin, \  b:
resuj t '.I'n.-isiini la r ’ nerf orman.ce with r'ight and, left, hands. ■ . , "
The '5 i mi la r It y .of pe rf or nia nee under. ' Pimple ana. , Complex '. '
' - .Intéf'fetience cônd'il io'nS was .notçvorthy. 'It- was ex'p acted that- 
.' ha V i rig t Q r epea t à sentence wh i 'ch included al literatidns would.be i 
. , more, cognitively dema nd i hg t.han reciting a','simple t ou r ,,wprd ' ; '
. ' phr a se - The. cerebr a 1 h'emi sph.er e responsible for respond i ny ,r o ..■ .-g
'  ■ . . ■ . :
• this ' demand . sfiou ld have' been more less able to pia intain maximum
pe c Fo r fifa nee of the uni m a ’nual skill. But, ih a' debriefing period
at the end, of the .experimental session many subjects stated that
they found repeating the alliterations easy. It appeared during
various stages ,pf data collection that subjects learned to' repeat
the alliteration sentences in almost a' melodic fashion and to
direct .their' attention towards the pursuit rotor task, while the
evidence is anecdotal, it appears that t he a 11 i-t e r a t io.ns were.no
more-taxing than'.the. simp le pn rases.
It i s a 1 s o possible that the task o.f tracking a target on.- a 
. pursuit rotor at 45 rpms was not, very difficult' and that this 
easy - ask could not cause a difference in res|iondin.g under the 
' verbal interference conditions, -But, other various and m ini m a 11 y 
■demanding activities, such «-as' repetitive finger tapping (Bowers 
et al, -lyjB), distal ‘ arm movements (Loaias-,. 1930 ) and unimanual 
sorting task i B e a t o n ,- 19 79) have, all produced decrements hnder a 
concurrent verbal condition. There .i-s howevel , - a difference 
between tlie pursuit .rotor task and thèse- other simple . tasks.
. Subjects were regdirea to watch tne target a(s they -traced its-
course. Lomas 1(1^90) stated that decrements in performa n'ce may .be
■ ■ . ‘ . , ' ■ ■ '
. , more .1 ikel.y in'a dual' task, cbnd i t ion ' when . sub'je.c t s do not- monitor 
' the.i r , bèhav ior .| - ' • • , -
The. s igni I Leant'. Latef^j it'y X Group Interact ion i n Analysis 
III wa.S -noteworthy. RH sub.jeqts showed a pattern of ■ respohding' 
across latefal i ty groups, wnich was opposite that of t he LH and. 
'.‘ILH sub'jects. The .results - suggest that .RH sub jects with .>)egative 
.Laterality scores tract^ . the target stimulus longer than RH 
- s u b j e c t s  in the.Positive Laterhlity group. The RH subjects with
Positive Laterality s per es , h-a’d s hown . a .decrement in, ner forma.nce 
with their right hand' across interference (:»nd 1 1 i o n s . The verbal 
inter ference may have caused the lower time on target for the kll . L 
subjects with 'Positive Laterality scores. Aj ter na.t.e 1 y , kti 
subjects with Negative Laterality scores .a a y be, somewhat more 
bilateral in their cerebral d  r g a ni% a 1 1o n and may, the ref ore,
■per f.or 111 tracking oet.ter with- botn ces[ionsc nandk. ■ ■ ■
This same logic can fipe applied to. both t.he.LH and I Ltl 
-group,s. Tne best 'pc r 1 o r ina ncc lor noth .these ij roups was r eco r (led 
by subjects in tne Positive La t e oa 1 1 1 y ' ,g r oui>s . Onc<'- again t.his. 
-Suggest that left handed subject.s who .perform mo r e activities 
with their non-don,i nant Irignt) nand outpe r i or m tiieir' ■ 
counterparts wno almost e'f c 1 u's i v e I y rely upon lei t hand 
.rcèuopding. The subjects in- the Positive La ter a 1 i ty g r ou pS in a y ' 
possess mo.CQ bilateral n.otor skill deve I'Opmen t . , -
. Two' S U Ü jects who fa i led. to 'ach ieve tnc cut'olC sccirt- on tin- 
■Pursuit Rotor Test we re' excluried froin iiie 'sample, giot h of those 
subjects exnibited' an i'n ve r.t ed' band pos Lu r c wn i le writing. .Tnis, .
incidental f.incing even .if based on only two .subjects, is
^ ' - . ' ■ ; ' .
consistent witn' t he ̂ r e n u, 1^%- presented in ApfJonoiV; I M  - which 
states that I LH subjects den-.ohqt ra te pôore'ç per formance .on s ome 
neuropsy'cholôy ica 1 tests then non-dom.i nantcd writers. ■ ' ' . ■
. , AN ALTLKNATIVt LX PLANAT I Oh ' ■ ' ; ' i: ,  ̂ .
'In consideration of the findings of all three, a n.a.I y s e s , - an .. , 
alternate explanation to Kinsboucne and Cooke's < 11) 71 ) dua 1-code 
theory is 'required t.o account for the .inconsistencies noted ■ 
■between the, hypotheses and results. .Once again, the only groups
h- h,
•-who demo.nst-ràtéd arly signifitant depcessiôn in performance during 
concur renf verbalization were the RH+ s'ubjects in Analysis I, and 
the 'RH subjects with positive laterality scores in Analysis III. 
Nonetheless 'acknowledging the fact hhat concurrent verbal ' 
inter ferençe did not.' produce any ’ decrement in performance -in 13 
out Qf a possible -IS .groups of subjects, the. problem - still 
remains to explain . .the mechanism whiçh accounts' for ' the 
depression in scores noted/for the above mentioned two groups of'
.subjects. ' . ' ' ■ ..
• ' ' , ’ - . '■ f  ' ■• ■ • It it 1 p sited t'.nat.KH subjects witn Positive Laterality
.Scores are strdng.Iy- right, handed, then their similarity .of
l>c r f o t m'ance compared to: the RH i grou.p of subjects is su r pr i s i ng -
since e a c n. s u f i J e c t .in the latter g r ô u p had at least one first
degree relative who was left handed. ‘Further, the ' -congiios i t ion of
tne group KH subjects with ''Positive Lateral i ty'scores (Analysis ■
I!!) included five of tne ten subjects wh.o were originally placed
■'in the Rli + . g.roup in Analysis I, Consequently the results of the
■ 'two groups of RH subjects ..may be due ..to a particular hemispheric
.specialization in light .of th'e fact that 'these subjects
do mon St. rated, familial' "1 eftt-handcdness . ' ' . _. .
'l'hi.s speculation, can no.t' be fully confirmed s i nee ' ot ne
research (Hicks, .1975) has showed that right hander s with a
history of familial sinistrality showed depr-ession of both hands
during c o n c u r r e n t ■verbalization. Nonetheless, in-.this particular
study, a history . of familial sinistrality is the most
pa'r s i moni bus explanation of the performance of the two groups of
right handed ■ subjects who showed . depressed • scores, under .. -
.coneUrrent'verbalization. ' . - ' . '
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. ' ' . ■ LIMITATIONS OF T)IL' S T U DT . '
As mentioned eatliec the results obtained' from ,t'l)e 
üiçhoti c - Listening' Test present the (post sever’d limitation 
interpreting subj'ects performance on the .Pursuit Kotor .Test.
Y .
In order for the Dual-Task theory to be,reliably utili'/.ed to 
assess Levy and R.e'i.d's ' ( 19 7 , 1978 ) theory, tno
linguistically dominant hemisphere must be determined. Since 
the. results were remarkable but still insignificant, tne 
inferences regarding language latera1izat i On may o n l y  bo' 
speculative. In future research 'a, diphotic listening .tape 
which presents the digits ‘in; eacn ear 'at exactly the same 
time,, may reduce e r r o r . w i t h i n .t n i s ' type of e xpc r i men t.a I 
design. ' " - ' . ' '
Left handers ' were classified d i chot o m o u 1 y as 
exhibit-inq normal or inverted nand - posture while wi i 11 n g .. 
This classification-, .while consistent with Le v\ and He id's 
work did not take in.to 'account tfie detailed .differences .in. 
hand' pos-tu r e . ' dé sc r i bed by hcKcever ( 1 9-7,8 ) . .Lubsecju'ent 
research m i g n f  - separate g roups along, a co'nt i nuum' - of hand 
inversion'. , • • ' ••. ' . • . . .
The,- use. of cutoff score on 'tne Maze, Coocaination ta.sk 
’ to • exclude . subjects was ' consistent witn ' previous 
r e s e a r c h ,{K n i g h t s , 1966 ),' but tno particular cutoff spore on 
the , Pursuit R.otor Task may- ' iiavu ohen too I o'w. A nighgir 
cutoff score would include, subjects who maintain'eci more- time 
.on -target during the control trials. Therefore t h e . 
interference, 'condit-ions may ' tnen show the 'nypot-ne.s i zed 
d e c r e m e n t s . ' .' ' -, , . .
•ï
-
V  Only the number -of errors and not'the time to complete
- the Maze Coordination Test was analyzed. If subjects traced 
the maze very slowly, they may bave avoided errors- and 
conseq-uentiy not be eliminated from the sample.
' ■ ■ ■’ ■ The study may have .one o t h e r ’ p^^^’lem. Subjects were
■-pe r fill 11 ed to move their fingers, wrist, elbows or arm wh i le 
■ ' tracking the target. Levy and Ueid's theory was supported .by
studies in wnich tasks involved dis.crete movements of the 
.distal ' m u s c u l a t u r e . There may . be .various ■ k inèsthetic' 
.feedback loops operating a'nydhcre . .from the arm to elbow, 
elbow to hemisphere, or elsewhere (Leyy et al, 1971).
Future !lesearch '
. Although the results' of this, study are inconsistent 
w'lth Levy and -Reid '( 1976 , 197B), one is -nonetheless aware
of differences between hand writing' posture groups of 
left-handed subjects. Perhaps one of the mos t interesting 
research 'avenues at this time is. the deficit .hypothesis 
, stated, above -in Appendix IT. Although ■ Gregory and Paul,
(198U)- and Gregory, Al l e y ,' and Morris ( 1980 1 'state that-the 
performance .of ILH subjects fall within normal foundries, 
their -performance was observed to be deficient 'in 21/32- 
ineas u re s .' of , intellectual ' and .neuropsychological test 
abilities 9 S co'bpared -to LH and RH subjects.,
' . ■ Levy a nd Reid ( 19 76 , 197,8 ) have stated tbat ILH possess
more bilateral cerebral representation of verbal and spatial 
.stimuli . presented visually via a tachistoscope/ ' This 
bilateral representation of cerebral function may i n t e r f e r e -
■ 'With rather than' e n h a n c e  the p e r f o r m a n c e  of tasks. Indeed
- some r e s e a r c h e r s  ( G r e g o r y  & Paul 1980, G r e g o r y  çt aJ -1980 , '
' To dor 1980) have c o n t r i b u t e d  d'al'a suppqr ting this position. ■ ’ ' 
Since, v i r t u a l l y ,  -all the s u p p o r t  for Levy and Keid ' s  • 
(1976, 1978) theo r y  has been oota ined ' in .the- visual or
V i s u o -motor mo d a l i t y ,  hand p o s t u r e  oxliibited d u r i n g  w i i b i n g  
may not n e c e s s a r i l y  be i n d i c a t i v e  of ipsi latera 1. c e r e b r a l  
.control brit o n l y  demons): rtite a côpi n g  m e c h a n i s m  w h i c h  aids 
s u b j e c t s  .in the ' c o m b i n a t i o n  of l i n g u i s t i c  'and motor 
r e s p o n s e s  w h i c h  c o m p r i s e  'wr i t i ng . . Such coining skil l s  -must be 
ht least isdméwhat b é n é ficiai since T Li! s u b j e c t s
■ S i g n i f i c a n t l y  o.rft pe r f or'in.cd botli Kli and Lll .su!) ject s on t lie 
T r a i l  M a k i n g  'Le &  ( G r egory & .Paud 198 0 ) : ‘The inverted
' p o s t u r e  then ma'y\bli mp r e an ada'ptat ion wiiicii. a I 1 ows -subjects 
to i n c r e a s e  spac'd, of r e s p onding, than, an • indication, of ' 
un,ique -nenu sph’e r 1 c ' s p e c .1 a 1 1 za t .1 On .  ̂ . - .
If future research' c o n t . m u e s  to c o l l e c t  , a d d i t i o n a l
n e u r o p s y c h o l o g i c a l  data from I LIT subjects,' those new norms
/ ' . .
..may i n d icate som e  useful n e s s e s  in d e t e r m i n i n g ,  selective.
n e u r o p s y c h o l o g i c a l  test abiliti.es of I id! subjects.. • 'i ■
■Suiiima ry,: ' . , _ ' . . • . ’ ',
ALthorigh limite.d s u p p o r t  was found 'for K i n S D o u r n e  and 
Cook's' (1971) r e s e a r c h  on the dual code theory, t ne r e s ults ■ 
did not support' t he ■ h y p o  the s i s bas'ed' upon Levy and R.è-id's 
( 1976 , 1978 ). t h e o r y  o f i ps i late r a !.. c e r e b r a l  c o n t r o l - o f  the'. , 
d i stal m u s c u l a t u r e  in .' inver'ted' -left-handed ,s.ub jec.ts. . ' 
Ho w ever, some ' q u a l itative d i.l f e r nces we r e 'observed b e t w e e n  
'. L:H a nd ILH s u b j e c t s .  ’ , ■ '
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TAB!.!-:. I
Ncuroanatornical connections} and hy]x>lhoslz(;d interference ptUhways based upon 
Levy a Bc.vd's (1976, '1978) research. A double ling ( = ) indicates stronger 
Interference than 'a jingle (-) line. ' ' . , -
NO FAMII.IAI. SINISTK ALIT'Y 
Presiimecl
I.eft llerni’spliere Language


























Right Hand INVERTED 
. ■L-El-T 
ill ANDERS
( R igh I
Hemispliere).
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TA in. I: 1!. . ■ - . ■
AniUysis of Varumcc ^ourcn Table for Analysis 1 of The Pursuit l(o_lor Test 
competed from the mean scores of time on target" in seconds (Interference (I), 
Hand Dominance (II), Familial 'Sinistrality (F.S.-).. Handwriting Posture Group (G)).
Source Sum of [tegrec.s of .F F ■
Squares Freedom ■
1.) 1 0.5379 2 -• • T.1'048 ■ 0.3355
;■ Error Term 26.2906 108 .
2) 11 /,7.9.683 1 134.4620 ' ' 0.0000
Error Term 19.267:2 54 •
3) F'S 2.82t:9 1 ■ 0.1975 0,6627
Error Term -?72:3607 54
Ü 95.25/:9 2 3.3299 . " 0.0420
■ Error. Term 772.360J 54 • -
5) 1 X 11 G.66/,3 2. ' ' 2.8765 0.0590
■ Error. Term 17../7I2 108
6) 1 X P'S .. . 1.0101 . ■ 2 2.0747' 0 .)2S5
Error Te&ni 26,2906 .10.8
7) 1 X Ü . 0.6093 ' 4 • - 0.()257 0.0484
Error Term 26.2906 108
6) II X FS 0.0777- ' I . .0,2179 . O.0475
Error Term 19.2641 54 '
.9) 11 X C.. . . 10.7647 ' ' 2 ' ' . / 5 . P 8 7 4 ■ 0.0000
Error ferei - ' 19.2641 ' 54
1 0 )'FS X Ü 9.6950 ' 2 ' ' . -0.33-89 . ' 0 .7189
Error Term 772.360.7 54 ■
t o 1 X II X FS ■ , . .0 .2017 - '2 0.8736 ■ .' 0.5766
Error Term 12.4712 . 108
12) 1 X 1! X G 0.6120 4' ■ " .1 .3 2 4 9 0.2644
Error Term 12.4712 108
13) 1 X FS X G 1.2742 ■ ■ '■4, ' ■ . 1.3085 0.2705
Error Term 26.2906 . . 105. ■
1/0 II '.X FS X G 0.7441 ' . '2 . 1,0429 - O.36O6
Error-Term 19.2641 54 ■
15) ! X H X FS'X G 0,3882 4 0.8404 0.5044




■ TABLE III '
Analysis of Variance • Source Tabic for ,Si,mplc Main Effects cicconiposeci from 
significant II X C interaction in Analysis I of The Pursuit Rotor Test (II = Hand
sDominance, G = Handwriting Posture Group). " . • ;
Source ' Sum of S<]uarc5 Depreos, of .Ereedom ' P '







2) ll̂ of .group'LII ■ • . 0.7999
* r ’ ‘
■ Error Term 19.26/d - •• 54
2.2425
•3) H of group I Lll - ■ 1.693


















Analyses of Variance Source Tnl'jte for Simple Main Iff feet decomposed from the
» .
■i)
.significant I X !! interaction in Analysis 1 bf d'be i’ursuit Ilotor Test .(I = 
interference, II = I'and Doiliinance). ,
Source Sum of Spuarc liegrees of I'reedoni I'
1) II at no
interference 






















X) I at Dominant .
Hand Responses 0.1 760




5) I at Non-Üoiinanant






TABLE V . '
Analyses of Variance Source lAblc for the Effect of Hand [)aniinancc for all 
yroupS' -.of subjects In Ananlysls I of The . Bursuit Kot’or Test (II ■= Hand 
Dominance, IIII »= R Ight Handed, I.H = Left Handed, ILH = Inverted Left Handed, 
- no. history of fa.inillal sinistrality, + = history'of familial sinistrality).
Group ■ Source Sum of
0 Stjuares
Degree^ of’ F 
F reedoni











3) Lll- ■ , II






















, , . TAtn.y,-vi
Atvilysis of Varinncc ic'.ircc Tftblc Tor 4K.ii>Ic ni.un from i>Vr
sivn1f1c.ini ' ,1 X II tnim'ftcuoo of cjroup IHU in A n.ily&t» I of TtVc I'vin̂Viil Roior. 
Test. II « iniorf eronc 0. ■ 11 s Mo ml l>o:Jiin.incc). \-- ----- -— .̂1










■2) II <tt simple 
•tntrrfcroncc 0-295
, EtTor Term , 1.000
IT.5J2 ' .IK)I
J) H .It comjilrx
interference- 2.559
' Error T erm I .oOO
2 5, nil iKU
-i) I at OominarU
11 and If espouses - 1 .0.]2 
Mrrcv Term j.22.|
.05
5) I at lion-lionunaiit
Hand Ifosponses 0.107
■Error Term . 3.221




An̂ itysls o'f Vnrinncc Source TnWc fO^Ahnly^ I of. The-Dichotic ■ Listoninj; Test' ,, 
Com PM It'd from the hiean score?, of The numfjcr ' of cocrcci responses per ear 
(Chtinncl (C), Knmilinl Slnistriilliy (FS) and Handwriting Posture (WpupIG)). \ -
S5,.
. Source
I ) C 
. Error T êritt 
2TFS - '
Et̂  or Term '
Error Temp 
O C X  FS.
• Error Tern;. 
5).C X : c . .
Error term ,
:byTs:?:c- .
. Error Term ■ 
'2) C 'X Vs X C
E r r o r  T e r r i l
Su ni of, St) un re s ' 
0,0076 '
1 7 .8 60 ; . .
. 0^0091 
17.9169;
1,2 7 6 9 ' - '
17.9169
.O.OOQ3 . ..



















2. 86,72 7 0,0639'
0,3519 0.7100
0.8377 ^ . 0.5584
. .V.
75
, 0  % ■ '
%  ':, "  • V . . ;  \
!: ■
Analysis wf Variance Sourer Tabic for AlTalysis 11 of Tlic Pursuit Koior I csl ■ 
Computed from the gicj»n scorcS'of 'nn target in seconds fintcrfcrcricc (1% .
Hand bominancc (II), I land writing Postdrc G roup'(Ç)).'
Source Sum of S<.]uarcs DcgrccG of 
Freedom
1)1 ' \ 0 .5 3 7 9 .
Error ' Term' ■ , 28.57/,8
-7 . ■].07ao t).3/,ü2




..130.1252 . • 'O.oooo
g). G,; ' :95.2550 ' '







_ - .. 0 ,05 75  ' ..
. • . • ... - \
. .-Ercpr T'crm
■. 6) H .i. G
- . , Error Term







À ■ h- .
. , :\.2
■ ' . 5.7'
0Æ077
V   ̂ ... ...
15.2721
. 0.()6 ! 2
O.OOOO ■ V.




7 ! 3 . « > n . I M
Ç » ,
: "'7^ .b 7
:. 1.3352 0.260%
. TA lîl .K  IX - ■ .
QT Vnrlfincç Soûrct: Tnl'jlc for :hc e f fe c t  of II and [JorniruuKC'for fill 
gi^oups of subjects Inf Aruilysts II of The Pursuit Kotor T e s t ’ (II « ' I bind 
Uornlnfince, K 11. = II l^ht ll.-inded, 1.11 = I.eft Ibindcd, II.ft = In ve rted 'T c f  I'HdrvJcd).
?
Uroup Source Sum of 
Sijunres
I I  III! . II > y1.753S - ■ !
error Term , ' /..2373 • 19
g i
Degrees of  
T reedorn
\  196 .1929 .0001 .
2) J.ll II , ' . .2 .6 0 0 0  1
t r r o r  1 erm ' 9.6261 ’ 19
.0066
3) It.II II ,
I , r ro r  TeCm
10,1792 1




-, ' 7 7 , ' S .
, ■ .* .  : 3 ,s- ’ . . .  '
TA B h l: X .......
Annlysis of V^rlancr. Sourde Tnl>lc for Sno|)lr I ffrc(& (tcs'Oii'tKisnl 'from tbt-'
si.j'nificnnl I X II I'ritcrACiion of r.rovip Bjl m  Ari.’ifysis II of The Fut'suH .Uotor 
Test. U = Inierfurrnco, II >= Hand lionHnnncrV.




i ) j I a t I f 0 
iV>icr( orcncc 2I.S09
1‘rror Term ' d.2J7 I'd"
' H U .  V O  I .001
2} 11̂ at 'simple. ■
tiUrrferrnc.o 10. ISO
lirror Trrn . X.2‘J? Id
.0 0 !




4) I at jjominnni
li/irxi 'If espon&es \.li2
K.rror Term 9-312
5) ! at. flon.-'liommam
)lan(l l^<;spOD5C5 1-630















1 ' ,1 ' '• " ) ' y
TAbi.r;  XI
Analysis of‘Variance Source Table T or Atwilysis II of The iHc'h'oUc l.istenlnR T est
. . ' ' . • ■
CoaipOled frpm the mean scores of the numitcr of correct res|jonscs' per ear 
f Chanhcl'(C ), Ha ndyntinj:; Posture Group (G)). ' . _
Sourc e Suai of 
Squares
Degrees of ‘ F 
Freedom












3) q X G ■, ■ ■ J.896$ :
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. • , • TA in. I: XII , ■
. ' . i ' ' ■
Analyses «of Variance Source Tdble for Analysis III of The Ibirsuu Kotor Test
compulpd frota the mean scoi[cs of tlim̂  on target In 'seconds (Interference (I),
Hand dominance (II), Laterality (I.), Ilandwrtting Posture Croup (G)),-
a
- V
Source Sum of Degrees of . F-',' ■ 1'
.S(‘|uares Freedom
Gl
1) 1 . : 0 .5379  . 2 . . - 1.0303 / . . 0 .3616  . . ' '
L rro r  Term '26.1915- .108 ■.4.)
2 ) II ■■ • G7.9172, 1 13 0 .6 2 9 1
V :
- 0 .0000
L rro r  1' erm . 18.938/:': T -  ' . ■ -
' . ] ) '  1. 9 .53^3 ' . .   ̂ I- ' ■■.,, 0 .7494 , . ' '0 .6 0 5 3
L rro r  1erm / . G % . 8 8 5 S ' .  .54 ' '
'
/ )  C , 95 ,2062  ' ■'--' .2 . • 3.7424 U.0292
Krror Tend \ ()3b.B855  
- . .
\  54 . -n
5) 1 X II
.4 '
- 0.GG98 'Î *■ 0 .0 5 % 2 '
L rro r  Tenn : 12.1981':  * 106 , - -
Gr i X 1. / / 0 .2763 ■ • 2- ' 0,1)33.1 0 .59 39
L rro r  Term '2 6 .1 9 1 5  ' T  08 - '
,  7 )1  X 'C  . ' . /  O.G.l 31 " . : ■ 0:6672 . 0 .6759  .
Lrror, Term.. ;  28.19J5 ' - 106
, 8) II X 1. ... .. ■ 0.2141 . , . ' ■ ' 0 .61 06 -  . . ' -■ ,0 .5 5 6 0 .  -
L r r ^ '  Tqrm : - . /18 .9364 ^
' \ 9 ) " l l  X G 10.75^1 ' ; ■ ? ' . 15.33-75 ..' ' .0.0000
8 rro r  T, erpV ■ 
\  . ,
, 18.9364 . ' r : y  . ..
. J  G) L X G . - . 88,3.609 ' ; 2 ' " - 3 . 47:33 0 . 0 3 7 0 ' - . ' . ' . :
L r ro r  Term . 686 .8855
■ ,■
i . l )  L:X, II X':.L ■ . ' - ' 0 . 1649- ' - 2 V • ■ ' ' . .  ' 0.4GJ69 '. G,6'328' ' ,
G ' L rro r  Term  ,, . '
■r ' ■
■ V I  2. (981, 108 ■:
.-12.) 1 X II X C • . 0 .6 )2 2 : 4 ' ; .  ' - 1.3 5 5 0 ' ,V''-'-Q.2534
• Lcror Term . , ' 12.1961 108..'- ,L
< • , . i
.13) 1 X L X>G 0 .1 0 1 5  ■ ..■G- 4. '
"  ■* ■ ■ ' ' k
, 5 ,..0.0.972 : ' ’■ % 9 8 0 l ‘ m L'L
L rro r  Term - 28 ,1935  . ' 108
' 4' : ■%' ' '. ' ‘ ‘ y 
U ‘) 11 .X L .x  G , ,  0.952.1 2 ^ / ' \ l : 3 5 7 4  X  - v
' Lriror T e rm ,.'■‘ 18.9384 ' .
t  ■. ■
' .  ' /.
, 15) 1 X II. X L X ' .. ■ . 4 .' - . T '  'n ? - .Y .^ l \5 9 9 0 6 ' .* •!’ J- ‘ • . 7 •: - J -0 .1787
, .. 








' Mfinn time àn- target in seconds for «ightJ Uand ( fMi), Lcf-l tlnhdccl (1 J(| Yrtnd |.LH ‘ '''
: 4 : 1 ; :  :4 ;'4 ^ 4 #
(Inverted Left Handed) snhj^Cts in within the ' EositWe ‘ Icateral'lty .('♦ t a t )  6r ■,
. : \ \ > 4 .
Negative l.aterallty (-Eat) scores for Analysis Ilf. ,,, ' , -i d- * E '■
Y :
. 'V, ■
- onAT^rge, /  : ' ,
D . lU i  
'2)Jdl 
3) ILH :
r Lai - I at V,
■ ■ ■ d e v
■ 6 . m ,  ■d:&:VV ' 4 d r % .  V
4 - d ' V  .■
d é y .  \5;73;^VxV./,
V  . e  1 '
rj- ' -.1: V .
: a \
e .  ■
vVie. :i. ■, a ; .
.'VH ,:.-. . „V- . ,d
‘A" "
• ■ i.' ■
: Ç . ‘
Idliv:d;d::




• *• ." .'.f.T ,
■•"fs
AVvVV#ee:::YVV#;g#vd̂ ^̂T VA
■ - . 'I- _• ' .' .;
y
XIV
Artnlysts of Variance .Sourco Tabic for Simple l̂ lain Effects decomposed from'lbe 
significant 1, X G .interaction, in Analyses 111 of t he Ibirsnit Rotor T est (1. = 
Laterality, G = Gt‘oup, RH - Rijijit llaiidod Siil)Jects, 1.11 - Left llandjal Sul)|ect's,̂  
ILH .̂..̂ Inveribid I,of t I landed Subjects). • '





1) I. ai Rll.Scorcs^ ' 5.397'
. Tirror i  erm „ , 586.865
dS
:V-
' 2) L at Lll Scores' ■ - 2.171 
Ln-or'.Term .. ’ • 680 .685 ’
'■ . 3) L yet I LI I Scores ■ B.20V
■ Error Term;.- ' ,'086.835
0.1 71,1 fis
.0.056 .dS
' . . . A - :
4) G at Rqsitive , • •
La te ra lity  Scores ' 3.982. 
Krror T rr ta  -l. 686.885'
5) C at Negative % . ‘ '
: 'La tera lity  Scores 26.1.31














- T A B L E  XV
Analysis of. Variance, Source Table for’The Effect of Hand Dominance .for all 
groups pf subjects in Analysis 111 of The i^ursuil !( otor T est. (11 ='. Hand 
Dominance, KII =.lligfii I l/md ed, 1,11 = Left Handed, I III - Inverted Left Handed, 
-t Lat s Positive Laterality Scores, - l.dt - negative Laterality Scores).
Group Source, Sum of 
S<)uares
Degrees of. F 
Freedom
1) Kll tl.at II - ' 21.8890 ' 1
Error Tcrrni 2.’27(33 9
86.5A55 .0001.
2) If ll -Lai 11 21 .8266  ‘ 1
' Error ITann ?1.96l3 9
100.l6/;6 :000l
3) Lll +Lat HI . - "■ 2:9659 1
Error Term 4.591 ! ' 9
5..8U1 - .0377
4) Lll -Lat II . 1.8904 ■ . • 1
' Error Term. 5.1971 ' '9
.3 .2 8 6 3 M.S.
5) ILH rl.dt H. . ; 2.2815, ; 1
E.rror Term 2.9792 9
6 ,89 92 .0264
' ' ■ . ■ r
, 6) ILH -Lat H 8.9861 . 1
Error Term, .1.9563 9
4 1 .3 40 4 ,  .0003
:/
T A B L K  XVI
-Analysis of Variance Sonrc(? Table from Simple Main frcfects .decomj)Oset! frotn 
the significahl I X •11 Tntcraclion of group Kll with positive laterality score's in 
Analysis 111 of The i’ucsuit Rotor Test (1 = Interference, 11 1I(\tkI iioenrxanco,).


















3) II at com'])lex
interference -6.670




/I) I at dominant 
h/iixJ responses 1.392












h 'k  : ■ - m
‘ • . TAI3LE XVII , . • :
I
.Analysis of Variance Source Table for Simple Main Kffccis decom'f>osed from ihc 
sigulflcani I X II Interaction of group Lll with negative laterality scores in 
Analysis Ilf oE.The Pursuit Potor Test (I = Interference, II = Hand Dominance).’
Source Sum of S<]uares Degrees of F 
Freedom
1) II at no 





2) 11 at simple 
interference 
Error Term
0 .0 5 5
5.177
0 .095 MS
3) II a t  com plex . ,
. interference 0.578




/) t at.dominant 






5) I at non-dominant . 
hand responses 0.712 
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TAIMÆ XVIII
Analysis of Variance Source Tabic for JK\M\\yh\'i 111 of The. Ibcholu: V.l&tcnuip,
' ' " - ' : . , ' '
Icsi ■Coinputecl from the incan scores of tlie numlx-r of con'ccl rosponnctf per
car (Channel (C), Lateriilily (I.), l!;trxlvniiiu’. Posture Group <C)).
#
Source Sum of Gx|uarcb
D C  ' 0 .0077
brror Term . 17.6^40




2) L _ 0 .05 90
Rrror I t-rta 17.6702 5f
0.1762 0 . 0 7 S o
3) .0 1.2760
Krror. Term.' ' 17.6702
-> . .
2 1.0270
2) C X I .  . 0 . 1 7 0 3
Kr.rùr Term ■ 17.69■''•6
0.-5190 0 .51 90  ■
5) C' X C .' . I.ÿ956
. Krrôr Term 17.6966
2:6925 0 .0025
6 ) 1 .  X C  ' ,0 .2 25 2
■ Krror Term ' 17.6702
2 ■
56 .
0 .36 03 0 ."71.60
7) C  X' 1. X Q  . 0.5216
K-rror ' Téçm 1 7.69'i6
0.0266 0.5536
• TAOLi: X IX  , : ;  •
. . The  me (in l,/i l r. r-rt I i t y Quo’ i t e n t s  i n  ft d e s c e n d  m g  o r d e r
from, pos t  l i v e  t o  n e g n i i v e .  f o r  H 1 gh'i l ln nd ed ( k H ) , I . e / t  l l j tn d cd
( l . l f )  and I n v e r t e d -  l .cf - t  Hand (11,11) s u b j e c t  s y 1 ( li c i t h e r
p o s i t i v e  K a mi 1 1 a 1 S i n i s t r a l i t y  ( + ) o r  n e g a t i v e  F a m i l i a l
S 1 n 1 s t ra .I 1‘ t y ( -  ) '
• S u b j e c t s
nil- ' HH I ijl- . I.H- I I , 1,11*
l./i I 0 r a ! I t y . <.73 0  , t-'. o , 7 ~  . S 2  L - . 56 n - . b p ü  - . 7'y 3
Oil o t- I'e n I ■ . ■ . ' -1 •
/
V -
. ^ 1  AHIj; XX '
v̂ ufilU.'i.nvc rr̂ u'.ls obinmcvl frc>rt>, ;hr r,ir,iji i'iurnl>,’'r ot c3it,MU Coctrctly Vitr*(Utf»C'- - _ . " ' "  ■ ■ “ Ù
j>r.r Chaniicl tn ih r -îïieholic !.i»?cn>ii!: iX'it, the r, r.m t.nloraluy ()uon'rn(;
.tho m\%in M m r pn . o;i ) ti.r RtUor Tcii for H.irWrtf I
■ ■ ■ . . ■ , /  (iMi), l.rfl !i.vry'.r-ft I I.H), n;wl Invn i r<) l.c-ft M.rinlrd (Ü.H) sutifi-pH.
l!nrxlvniin\; .'brsiiirr l'>ithoMc l.islt-nrn>; 1 <•>( (..ilrrnitiy j'lu'Hnt
Lrorip , ' l.rft " 'Hit’hi >.bio 11 r i:( 5. Trs-i
Jhniu-irl - , ■ '<■.
K li «• ' • . ZJ.O.i ' • ' :'.7iX' / .OS.' o.M'/S
I.H . A. lo> , - .h 7p • • S. 71;.







































•— • I.H Subjects 






FIGURE I • The mean t im e  on t a r g e t  In  .seconds  
f o r  r ig h t ,  h a n d e d , l e f t  handed and 
in v e r te d  l e f t  handed  s u b je c s  w ith  






































O - O  NO INTERFERENCE 
SINGLE INTERFERENCE 







FIGURE 11 The mean litn e  on  t a r g e t  in  seconds  
f o r  \ h c  d o m in a n t an d  n o n -d o m in a n t  
h ands o f  a l l  s u b je c ts  u n d e r  th e  no 
i n t e r f e r e n c e ,  s i n g le  i n t e r f e r e n c e ,  








































FIGURE 111 T h f  meaiti time^ on t a r g e t  T n  fé c o n d »  
f o r  th e  Id o m in a n t and n o n -d o m in a n t  
hartds R .H , + F .S .  s u b je c t»  urvder 
t h f  ho i n t e r f e r e n c e ,  t i n g l e  I n t e r ­
fe r e n c e ]  and co n y I ex  In t e r f e r e n c e  













































FIGDRE IV The mean t im e  on t a r g e t  In seco n d »  
/ o r  th e  d o m in a n t an d  n o n -d o m in a n t . 
hands o f  RH s u b je c t s  u n d e r  th e  no  
i n t e r f e r e n c e ,  s i n g l e  I n t e r f e r e n c e  
and c o m p le x  i n t e r f e r e n c e  c o n d it io n s " .
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PO SITIVE U TER ALjTY  
GRQJPS




































Crrô RH S u b je c ts  
• — •  IJI Sub jec ts 
S u b je c ts
FIGORE V Tbe mean t ln>e on t a r g e t  In  secottd#  
f o r  r i g h t  h a n d e d , l e f t  handed  and  
i n v e r t e d  l e f t  handed a u b je c s  as a  , 
f u n c t io n  o f  g ro u p in g  on l a t e r a l i t y  
s c o r e s .

































D-O NO INTERFERENCE 










T he mean t im e  pn t a r g e t  ih  seco n ds  
f o r  th e  d o m in a n t and h o n -d a n ln a n t  
h an d s  o f  RH s u b je c t s  w i t h  p o s i t i v e  
■ l a t e r a l i t y  s c o re s  u n d e r  th e  n o  i n t e r ­
f e r e n c e ,  s i n g l e  i n t e r f e r e n c e ,  and  
co m p lex  i n t e r f e r e n c e  c o n d i t i o n s . .
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D O .Q l
KEY :
RH Subjects O-o 
EH Subject# •-c-« 






FIGURE V I 1 The mean n im b e r  o f . d l g i l « - c o r r e c t l y
r e c a l l e d  p e r  c h a n n e l f o r  r ig h t -h a n d e d  
, l e f t - h a n d e â j  and in v e r t e d  l e f t -  
handed s u b je c t * .
9 5
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I - APPEflDIX I
tJorTTKUivc Data on Hand Posture, Exhibited Wliilo Writing
Surveys with children suggest that inversion of the hand while writing is 
associated with -development. Allen ÿ Wellmaii (1981) found that fomnles arc 
closer to the- normal hand position than males at every age and that children 
switch to a normal handwriting position as they age. They also observed that 
children with normal handwriting posture had achieved higlier reading scores 
than 11.11 children. • ' .
Peters & PedersoQ (1 978) agree that more males'air,e-inverted than females, 
but state that there is an increase in the percentage of inversion with 
increasing age. Coren R Porac (1979) found that apprpxiipately one half of left 
handed writers show itand inversion .while writing. The likltlihood of the normal 
handwriting position in right handers is ten times more protvable than inversion. 
The authors further suggest that inversion decreases with age. ■
Ip a sample of twelve amiddcxtrous' subjects Combs et at (1979) , did not 
oliserve (my child demonstrating an inverted posture while writing. But this 
finding does not challenge the conclusions of ■ the research cited atiove which 
indicates tliat 11.11 subjects as more ambidextrous than their 1.11 counter|xirts.
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Ai>P! :Nr)(x- II
Ncuropsycholopjcal Deficit llypotlio&is j
Several authors iuive indicate that 11,11 sublets arc ch-licicnt in the results 
shown by several ncuropsycliOlica! tests. Gregory et al (1930) adiaittisterho the 
Space .Relations test from the Dilferonttal A[)tltude Test (l)ennet, Seashore, & 
Wesnian, 197A) to bf, 1,11, 20 11,11 and b/, R It subjects. 1 he 11.11 e.roup la-rfoVnufd 
significantly more poorly, than either of the RII or I II .croups. 1 he authors 
suijoest that the relatively bilateral performance of the 11,11, e.roup in bevy '
R eid's - research is indic„ates tliat ll.lj have less efficient spati/il reasoning 
abilities.
Todor (1930), studied the se(|uential eiotor ablli ty of 1.11 and 11,11 I eimile 
subjects. Subjects were instructed to alternatively tap he tween two laru.ets as 
rapidly as possible for 10 seconds duration at four levels of difficulty, as 
deteviinned by larqet-size and speed of trials, I he performance of the 1,11 e\jup
G  ' \  "  ■ ■ . . ■ ■ "  j ■ ,
was superior to tlie 11,1! group, l or the dominant hand siiaiiI icant differenj:es 
were found between the 1,11 and 11,11 groups on only the two highest level^ of 
difficulty, i/hen subjects responded with the non-dpmin.'ini hand the performance 
of the l.H group whs always superior. . ' , . ■
Gregory & Paul (198p)'assessed thh. jierformance of. 12 Pli, 12 1.11 and 12 
11,11. male subjects in a variety of neuropsychological tests. All sulije.cts were 
given ‘the Finger Tapping Test, the Ca tegory, Test, the factual Performance 
Test, the Speech Sounds Perception Te-st, The Trail l.laking Test (parts A,H, and 
T) from the Halstead - .P ei tan Ivittery as well as the i/echsier Adult Intelligence 




Writing T(;si, «nd the Television Tfrst. The o verni), results shoved thni the . • 
11,11 group scored more poorly thijn the LII and RH groups on 21 out of 32 
.3ul>rCfitegories. One remarkable finding was that altliough 11.11 subjects were • 
slower with thejr dominant ha nd as compared to the other groups, their 
non-dominant hand wa^'superior to the two other groups on the l elcvision Test 
-and- the fRT form l>oard. The .authors propx)Se that this may he suggestive of 
some ipoilaicral cerebrtil control. Positive Familiarity Sinistrality re.sulted in
i; ̂
; worsened scores for the iLII group but did not affect the scores of the LH
■ ■ / 
group. , . '
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of Birlh ..... Sox.....
incase indicate yotir preferences in tlie use- of hands in the lollowini’ 
activiltcs by put line + • in the appropria he column. When' the preference is so 
strong fhat you ’.'/ovjld never try to use the other hand unless alisoUitely I ofc ed 
to, put + r. If in any case you are really, indifferent (Hit i in l>oth columns.SSome.of the activitie.s require both hands. In these gases the jmrl of the 
task, or ob'ject, for winch hand preference is warned is indicated in lir.ickets. 
Please try to answer all the questions, a nd only leave a hi,ink if you have no 
experience at all of t|i(' object-to task. .






6 .Knffe’(without lock) ■
7 .Spoon • i
S Broom (upper hand)
9 Striking Match (match)
10 .Opening Itox (lid)
\\1






i . Which fool do you prefer lo kick vilh? . , '
li Which eye do you use wiien using only one?






InstnicCion-to iho Tpsi ' .
Mnzo Co-ordin<aion l'osi ■ ' • ,
The stand is .placed at the edge of the table and the maze is placotl in the 
middle of the Stand, midline of - the patient. Tti.e lead from the’ machine is 
connected to the terminal wlnclr should he - in tiie lower right hand corner of the 
maze. The stylus is connected to the machine. I he following instructions are 
giv.en-;
• IN THIS TKST, YOU A UK TO T A K I: THIS STYLUS (the stylus Is shown to the 
patient) AMU IMIT I I' IM THIS OLtNIMG MLHL. (Lxaiinner demonsirates by 
placing the stylus- in the middle of the lower right liaod opening.) AMU MO.VL IT 
ALL THI-: W A Y  TilRpUGlI Tl’lL M.AX1: UP TO TIL.HL (Lxaminer points out the , 
upper left hand opening). THE II) LA LS TO G O  TH P OH G 11 .TH L M  A /. L WITHOUT 
TOIJCIIIHG TIIL SIDES. G O  TIIPOHGH THE M A Z E  A POUT THIS LA.ST. (Lxa miner 
demonstrates the exact, method and speed for apiiroximately one cpiarter of .the. . 
length of the maze. The f>ower source should be off). . ' '
IP YOU G O  T O O  FAST,' YOU WIL'l M A.K L L X T P A  M LSI A K LS, KLMKMHI’P, THIS, ' 
. IS HOT' A SPELL) TLSt, I DOII'T W A N T  10 SEE HO W PAST YOU GAM GO, .HUT 
HO W CAREFULLY', WITHOUT. TOUClilHC THE S.IDLS, .YOU C A N N O T  REST 
YOU P HAND ■OP A PM ON YOUR  SIDE'. OR ON TILL , ST AND,(Examiner’ 
demonstrates each position) OR H R A C E  .IT IN ANY WAY. TRY IT FIRST WITH , 
YOUR (DOMINANT) HAND. DO Y OIL HAVE ANY QUESTIONS? P L AC E  THE 
■ S'TY LUS IN THE OPENING, HOLE. BEGIN. '.' ■ ■■ ,’
I Two trials are administered with the dominant hand,-followed by two'trials with !
the nondominant hand: ■ ■ ' ■ .  , ■
, ' ■' ■ U N  ■' ■ ' ■ '/ ■ , x 'g
APPENDIX VI
1. She wears now clothes. '
.2. Hoys play soccer often.
3. l.incla cats ripe Ixinanas. • 
f,. Most jokers talk'loudly.
5̂  Walruses swim m  oceans.
6. Green turtles crawl slowly.
7. Most mothers Ivike cookies.
8. So.mc mothers l>ake cookies.
9. Nighthawk& fly over trees.
10. Peacocks are colour!ul birds.
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APiniNDlX vil
1- She s e l l s  S (;a  s h e l l s .
' 2 .  l i a b y  b o y s  b o u n c e  l> iv l ls .
3- l.lnda likes licking lemons.
‘ • L. .Jolly jokers jest joyously.
5- Walruses won't wash windows;
b. 1 ired turtles tilt timbers. 
7^,^Lvery elejihant eats eiyi.s.
. 8. Many mothers i.'iake muffins.
9- Mervous mglithawks nest noisily.




The proposed design ' is ta splir-ploi. faciorial w;rh two 
betw,een group variables (Handedness and E a mil i a I s i ni s t. c a 1 j 1 y ) and 
two within group . variables (Response riand and Concurrent
I- ' “ ; - :
Inte r f er tlnce } . The notation for this design is SPK wncrc •. pr . qu
p = levels of a = (3) ( Handedness ( H )-. Left Handed; R i g h t / H a n d e d ,
 ̂ . Inverted Left Handéd) '
q = levels of b_. = (21 '( Domi pant Hand, Non-Dominant Hand)
-r = levels of Cĵ  = (2) (Faijiilial Sinistrality (KS): i FS,'-FS)
u — 'levels of d^ = (3) (Concurrent Interference (I): no verbal
interference, simple verbal 
interference,,complcx verbal 
' interférence ) -
,n - levels 
The design
Of s - 
is tRen
(1 0 ) 
a S PF 3 2 23. ' "
A schematic pr és e n ta tion of t,he data i s a s foil <lw s.' ; .
^  . ^1- : , b  'b '
4i . b  '^2 ■- ('3
acii • "l. •" 1 ' =1 . ' = 1 ' Sp
‘aci2 " 2 S 2 • ^2 = 2 =2 ■-"2
^ ^ 2 1 ^ 3  ' ■ " 3 ■ " 3 . ' S 3 Sj '̂3
*^22 ' , < ' U
*<31 ^5^ , ■ . 5^
*<3 2 ^6' ^6 ■ ■ = 6 '- Sc 36 ' ■ ^6
This linear model for-the design is as follows: (The notation
is taken, from Kirk, 1968)
^ i i k 1 m = 1  i -f k -V-’ i”'Y' i k t  ^  -j
| T  i t  ]m( ik )t (f 1 r̂ i f V
ikl-t(^ lm(ik ) + ^ i ] 1 4  i jl4-
'^^cfikl'A- (f i jk 1 3 1 m( i k ) -V . t.oltjkli
. w h^ r^:
T i
T K
grand mean of. treatment populations 
effect of treatment i : (H) 
effect of treatment k ; (FS)
\ l'iü
